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Asian Society celebrates its first week...

Lewiston, Maine

Multicultural center to
be proposed by deans
By Bamaby Wickham

Yuri Kochiyama, the keynote speaker for the first
annual Asian-American Week at Bates, spoke
Wednesday on "The Importance of Asians Uniting."
Kochiyama was active in the Civil Rights movement.
Alexis Gentile photo.
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News Editor
As a result of pressure from stu¬
dent multicultural organizations, the
Dean of Students' Office is in the pro¬
cess of developing a multicultural
center proposal which will be for¬
warded to the president as early as
next week.
The proposed center would open
in the fall or January of 1994. "I am
shooting for September if at all pos¬
sible," remarked F. Celeste Branham,
dean of students.
A student written proposal for the
development of a multicultural center
was submitted to the president on be¬
half of six multicultural student orga¬
nizations: Amandla!, Bates Asian So¬
ciety, the Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual Alli¬
ance, International Club, Jewish Cul¬
tural Community, and Solidaridad
Latina.
The student proposal outlined
two main purposes for the center.
"Primarily, the multicultural center
would provide a focus and a catalyst
for investigation of issues that effect
the multicultural community deeply
on this campus, specifically issues of
solidarity, history, cultural expres¬
sion, and political and social identity.
Secondly, the multi-cultural center
would provide the general campus
population with access to these issues
that confront them as well, though
perhaps less directly," stated the pro¬
posal.
The student proposal further de¬
tailed facilities the center should
house, including organization offices,
a cultural gallery, a multi-purpose
space for lectures, receptions, and
meetings, a kitchen and dining facility

"We see our proposal as
reflective of our
understanding that this
would be an interim
solution until a campus
center is constructed."
F. Celeste Branham,
dean of students

for receptions and holiday celebra¬
tions, and a cultural library.
Possible sites for the multicultural
center include Clapp House and 23
College Street, otherwise known as
the Writing Workshop.
Dave Bloom '93, president of the
Jewish Cultural Community, said,
"Clapp may have better facilities, but
it doesn't have the location of the
Writing Workshop."
Initial financing and continued
maintenance costs of the center will be
immense according to Bloom. "It is
going to require outside contribu¬
tion," he said.
Branham stressed, "We see our
proposal as reflective of our under¬
standing that this would be an interim
solution until a campus center is con¬
structed."
She continued, "The campus cen¬
ter may be new construction or reno¬
vation of existing construction some
five to seven years ahead of us."
Bloom expressed fear that the
campus as a whole would view those
who are actively associated with the
multicultural center as an "enclave."
"The center is really for everyone on
this campus," he said.

Asbestos residue forces Libbey closure
By Chuck D'Antonio

Heaney recites poetry

Staff Reporter

Seamus Heaney, poetry professor of
Harvard and celebrated Irish poet,
recently visited Bates to read from his
most recent publication.
Page 13.

As a result of a positive asbestos
test on Thursday, February 25, the
College dosed Libbey Forum until
shortly after the asbestos removal
process has been completed.
"We will occupy the building
when they Say it is completely done,
completely decontaminated," said Jim
Weston, vice president for business
affairs. Currently, the work is sched¬
uled to continue until March 19, but
the cleanup could take longer than
expected.
In the meantime, the 29 classes
held in Libbey Forum have been relo¬
cated to other academic spaces on
campus, and the 18 faculty members
located in Libbey have had their of¬
fices moved to Clapp House on Col¬
lege Street.
The relocation process has been
difficult, Weston noted. "Has it
worked smoothly? No. Has it worked
as well as we could have had it? Yes,"
concluded Weston.

Clinton proposes daring plan
A writer examines the intricacies of
Bill Clinton's unique economic plan
for the United States.
Page 11.
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A sign on the door of Libbey Forum informs students where their displaced
classes now meet because of asbestos contamination.
Alexis Gentile photo.

A main issue in relocating faculty
office space has been the contamina¬
tion of various items stored in the
professors' offices. "It's the contents
of the building that are contami¬

nated," Weston said. "The faculty
could not take their libraries and other
equipment with them."
Continued on Page 2, Column 2
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Representing the lowest percent¬
age increase in over 20 years, Bates'
comprehensive fee for the 1993-94
academic year will be $23,990. The
increase of slightly less than five per¬
cent is approximately equal to the 4.5
to 5 percent projected increase in the
costs of goods and services used by
educational institutions as predicted
by the Higher Education Price Index.
This fee increase was instituted in
spite of financial-aid grants being in¬
creased by 26 percent over the last
three years.

Approximately 70% to 80% j
of tin on a tin can is saved
when you recycle it.
Recycling these cans cuts
down on mining waste and
preserves our resources.

Computers to ease enrollment woes
By Rhonda Bell
Student Correspondent

Comprehensive fee
for 1993-94 school
year to post five
percent increase

EARTH TIP
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Drastically altering the registra¬
tion process for limited enrollment
classes, a new computerized system
was unanimously approved Monday
at the March faculty meeting, and will
be in place for registration during
Winter Semester 1994.
Instead of the first-come, firstserved registration procedure cur¬
rently in place, students will now en¬
ter their course choices of both limited
and non-limited courses into any of
several mainframe computer termi¬
nals specifically set up for this pur¬
pose.
Most class spaces will be ran¬
domly assigned among the applicants
by computer. A few spaces per class
will be reserved to allow compensa¬
tion for students who may not receive
courses essential for graduation or
other requirements. Students not ad¬
mitted to a class can petition the pro¬
fessor for these reserved spaces.
Class seniority will still prevail,
with seniors registering before jun¬
iors, who will register before sopho¬
mores. Each course will have a desig¬
nated number of spaces for each class
as decided by the professor. Spaces
not filled by the previous class will
then trickle down to the next class.
Maximum registration will be five
courses per student, only four of
which may be limited.
"This is not a perfect system," ac¬
knowledged Andrew Wirth '93, stu¬
dent member of the Educational
Policy Committee (EPC), which was
responsible for drafting the new reg¬
istration system proposal. "There will
be a transitional period," said Wirth.
James Reese, assistant dean of
students and EPC member, added
that he feels most people will be able

Kirk Read, professor of French, and Martha Crunkleton, dean of the faculty,
discuss limited enrollment procedures. They are both members of the Educa¬
tional Policy Committee.
Alexis Gentile photo.

to get the courses that they want, ex¬
cept in the case of the particularly
popular courses, into which a student
was not guaranteed access even with
the old system.
Another element of registration
being considered by the faculty is
student reaffirmation of course regis¬
tration by their presence in class dur¬
ing the first week of a semester. This
EPC recommendation is meant to
counter the past problem of students
taking too many pink cards, but not
bothering to turn in those cards that
they did not use until it was too late
for other students to enter the class. A
course officially filled on the registra¬
tion list may actually had spaces
which could have been filled by stu¬
dents on the wait list.
This registration reaffirmation by
attendance will be similar to that used
during short term.

"We don't know how much de¬
mand is really there [for limited
courses]," stated Joe Pelliccia, associ¬
ate professor of biology and faculty
member of the EPC. "This will let us
know where the problems are."
Although this new system is a
step toward more efficient registra¬
tion, it has been acknowledged that it
is only the first step toward resolving
a larger problem. The real question,
with each year seeing more and more
limited courses, is the criteria for des¬
ignating which courses should be
limited. Currently, there are no col¬
lege or departmental guidelines con¬
cerning the number of limited enroll¬
ment courses.
The EPC has taken this issue un¬
der its jurisdiction, and is working to
formulate a list of corrective sugges¬
tions which will be presented at next
month's faculty meeting.

Asbestos contamination forces Libbey closure
Continued from Page 1

For more information
about humane alternatives
to animal dissection
in classrooms,
CALL TOLL-FREE

DISSECTION
INFORMATION HOTLINE
t HOQ-922 FROG (3764)

Computing and telephone ser¬
vices have been provided in Clapp
House, as well as desks and book¬
shelves. "Academic computing was
very helpful in downloading files
from professors' hard drives," Weston
added.
Weston noted that the decision to
decontaminate Libbey Forum came as
a result of the third of three tests done
in the building following asbestos re¬
moval. The initial tests, which were
done in accordance with federal law at
the conclusion of the cleaning,
showed that the building had no con¬
tamination.
A second test was completed at
the request of a faculty member whose
office is in the building. This second
test indicated "extremely low levels,"
according to Weston.
Another faculty member ex¬
pressed concern soon after the second
tests were completed at dust seen in
the area of the Libbey Forum base¬
ment. At that time, a third set of tests
were conducted. "It was the results of
the third test that did show that there
was asbestos contamination in the
building," Weston said.
IH/NE, an independent company
providing professional testing of en-

vironmental quality, informed the
College that "the three samples col¬
lected in Libbey Forum basement
have a mean filter loading of 94.21 S/
MM2 indicating possible reason for
concern," according to a memo re¬
cently distributed to members of the
Bates community.
Following the third tests, the test¬
ing firm recommended that the Col¬
lege either continue testing of the
building or immediately begin de¬
contamination. "Bates has made an
effort to take the most conservative
route that we possibly could," Weston
said of the decision to immediately

begin a cleanup of the facility.
"This isn't a new subject for
Bates," Weston noted. "Bates has had
asbestos removal ongoing for the past
ten years," he said, adding that the re¬
sults of the Libbey Forum tests could
lead to further testing in other campus
buildings over the summer.
In order to address student and
faculty concerns with the asbestos
contamination in Libbey Forum, rep¬
resentatives from the testing and
cleanup firms, as well as a local doc¬
tor, will hold an information session
on Monday, March 8, at 6:00 p.m. in
the Olin Concert Hall.

REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY

|

Due to the housing lottery this week, the RA meeting was unusually brief.
The main order of business was to ratify Jill Cotroneo '94 as treasurer.
The RA is currently taking applications for the Committee on Committees
and will soon be electing residence representatives and at-large
representatives to replace those positions that were vacated by Winter
Semester leave takers.

STUDENT CONDUCT COMMITTEE )
The current student conduct case under considerationhas been appealed by
the accused. Results from this case will be available in next week's edition
of The Bates Student
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International women’s week pays tribute to Lorde
By Kristy Ragones
Staff Reporter
International Women's Week,
March 8-19, will feature a wide variety
of events and programs, featuring
lectures and entertainment organized
by the International Women's Week
Coalition.
The International Women's Week
two-week program is in memory of
Audre Lorde, a noted African-Ameri¬
can lesbian poet who died last No¬
vember after a long battle with breast
cancer. Lorde was a significant con¬
tributor to black feminist thought.
Lyn Francoeur '93, one of the 15
coalition members, emphasized that
the program will provide a "crosscultural look of many different
women and different perspectives. It
will be a celebration, recognizing
women and their efforts."
"Women are always fighting,"
said Hilary Crane-Stern '95, coalition
member. "This is a celebration. It is
an event to concentrate on learning
about each other."
Francoeur also said that the coali¬
tion tried to make the program as
"egalitarian as possible because ev¬
eryone was trying to bring in what
they wanted to hear. We wanted to
get different realms of interest." In
this way, the program addresses
many different topics and issues.
Some of the key events during the
two-week period include a speech on
March 8, International Women's Day,
by Meena Alexander called "Fault
Lines:
Constructing a Self."
Alexander, a Native American poet,
associate professor of English at
Hunter College in New York, will re¬
flect on language, gender, ethnicity,
and immigration.
. On March 11, Judith Isaacson will

WAC replaces
Womyn’s group
By Barnaby Wickham
News Editor

Audre Lorde (1934-1992) is honored by International Women's Week.
give a speech entitled "Surviving the
ment."
Holocaust." Isaacson, a survivor of
In addition to speeches, the Gaythe concentration camps during the
Lesbian-Bisexual Alliance (GLBA)
Holocaust, will talk about women's
will continue their Monday film series
experiences and reveal some of her
with a showcase of independent,
own stories.
black, lesbian filmmakers.
The final event on March 19 will
There will also be entertainment
be the keynote address by Gloria
on March 12 or March 13 with the
Anzaldua, entitled "Mujeres in Alli¬
possibility of a women's band from
ance: Mestiza and the Multicultural
New York City.
Movement." Anzaldua is a Chicana,
International Women's Week is
Tejana lesbian-feminist poet and fic¬
being co-sponsored by GLBA, the
tion writer. She will discuss alliances
Women's Studies Department, New
between women and particularly
World Coalition, and the International
mestizas in the "Multicultural Move¬
Club.

Heading into International
Women's Week, a new politically ac¬
tive women's group, Women's Action
Coalition (WAC), has formed from the
disbandment of Womyn's Awareness,
which used to be a primarily supportoriented organization.
"Womyn's Awareness was pri¬
marily white, heterosexual women
who got together to talk about prob¬
lems," stated to Hilary Crane-Stern
'95, WAC member. "With this new
group we are keeping it open to
women of color and differing sexual
orientations."
WAC has no hierarchical leader¬
ship but instead is composed of orga¬
nizational committees. Examples of
possible committees include a com¬
munity outreach committee, a com¬
mittee to address racism, sexism, and
homophobia in the classroom, a cam¬
pus action committee, and a speaker
committee.
Shanti Nandi '95, WAC member,
talked about one of the organization's
first agendas. "We want to be able to
evaluate professors on our own terms
and make these evaluations public,"
stated Nandi.
Nandi said that WAC is pursuing
participation from other groups in this
process to diversify points of view.
These groups include the Gay-Les¬
bian-Bisexual Alliance, Amandla!,
Bates Asian Society, and Solidaridad
Latina.

Schedule of Events
International Women’s Week
March 8-19, 1993
Monday, March 8
"Fault Lines: Constructing a Self"
Muskie Archives, 7:30 p.m.
Meena Alexander, Native
American poet and author of
"Fault Lines," is an associate
professor of English and creative
writing at Hunter College, City
University of New York. She
will reflect on language, gender,
ethnicity and immigration,
sharing excerpts from her
autobiography.
Showcase of the works of
independent black lesbian filmmak¬
ers.
Time and location to be announced.
Wednesday, March 10
"Women and the Crisis in BosniaHerzegovina"
Muskie Archives, 7:30 p.m.
Manuela Dobos is a professor of
Russian and European history at
College of Staten Island, City
University of New York. She
has been active in networking
with democratic oppositional
movements in Eastern Europe
for the past 12 years.

SOME OF
OUR STUDENTS
ARE STAR
PUPILS.

Thursday, March 11
"Surviving the Holocaust"
Chase Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Judith Isaacson, author of "Seed
of Sarah: Memoirs of a Survivor,"
will speak on women's experi¬
ences in the concentration camps
during the Holocaust, drawing
on her personal experience as a 19
year-old Hungarian Jewish
woman sent to Auschwitz and
then Lichtenau.

Thursday, March 18
"Domestic Violence in the South
Asian Community in the U.S."
Chase Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Shamita Das Dasgupta, profes¬
sor of Women's Studies at
Rutgers University, is the co¬
founder of Manavi, a South
Asian women's organization.
She will discuss issues of
domestic violence in the South
Asian community in the U.S.

Sunday, March 14
"Cambodia: Can Women Survive the
New 'Peace'?"
Chase Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Chanthou Boua, author of
"Children of the Killing Fields,"
has written extensively on
Cambodian women and has
served as a consultant to various
aid programs in Cambodia. She
is a founder of the Campaign to
Oppose the Return of the Khmer
Rouge.

Friday, March 19
"Mujeres in Alliance: Mestiza and
the Multicultural Movement"
Chase Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Delivering the keynote address
is Gloria Anzaldua, a Chicana,
Tejana lesbian-feminist poet
and fiction writer. She is the co¬
editor of "This Bridge Called
My Back: Writing by Radical
Women of Color," editor of
"Making Fake, Making Soul:
Hacienda Caras," and author of
"Borderlands/La Frontera: The
New Mestiza." Ms. Anzaldua
will discuss alliances between
women, particularly mestizas in
the "Multicultural Movement."

Wednesday, March 17
Coffeehouse
Chase Lounge, 7:30 p.m.

Other events include weekend entertainment, as well as a variety of other films.

or

) M'
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Brian Austin Green oUoxW.s

From 90210 to your zip code, a

Motorcycle RiderCourse can make
you a better, safer rider. Call
1-800-447-4700 today to be¬
come the star of your class.
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

Calling All Clubs
Earn Serious Money
Your fraternity, sorority, or other
campus group can easily earn $400
plus big bonuses in one week. You pay
nothing. Call 1-800-735-2077 EXT. 230
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Administration adopts controversial housing changesBy Laurie Clark

Student Correspondent
On February 4, the final outcome
of the Residential Reorganization
Committee's housing recommenda¬
tions were announced in a letter from
the Dean of Student' Office. The ad¬
ministration adopted the committee's
original plan containing the contro¬
versial changes of Milliken House to a
first-year residence and Roger Wil¬
liams Hall to an all-female dormitory.
The committee's goals were to re¬
distribute housing spaces to accom¬
modate the 150 new spaces afforded
by the three new dormitories cur¬
rently under construction, and to al¬
leviate overcrowding of first-year
students in Smith Hall.
Residential Reorganization Com¬
mittee member Sheila Brennan '94,
stated, "We number crunched and re¬
arranged. We came up with an alter¬
native proposal. They went with the
original. It's their executive privilege.
It's frustrating. We're wrapped up in
an institution with its bureaucracy. It's
a microcosm of what's out in the
world."
This alternative proposal, the
committee's preferred recommenda¬
tion to the administration, would have
kept Roger Williams Hall as a co-ed

Two students examine their options at the annual housing lottery. This year's
selections differ significantly from past years because of the new dormitories
and the resultant residential reorganization.
Alexis Gentile photo.
residence and made Page Hall prima¬
rily a first-year dormitory.
"Some members of the committee
felt that we weren't’ listened to,"
Brennan stated. "We didn't know
what the deans were looking for and
that's why everyone was so upset. I
don't feel we were manipulated, but
they didn't totally take other voices
into consideration."

Dean of Students F. Celeste
Branham stated, "We can be criticized
for not telling the committee our point
of view. But the committee was au¬
tonomous. We wanted them to give us
the best advice independent of the
deans' concerns."
Citing a "dramatic increase in the
number of residents who have suf¬
fered severe psychological and sub¬

stance abuse episodes" at Roger Wil¬
liams Hall, the Dean of Students' letter
expressed the hope that the conver¬
sion to an all-female residence would
be a "remedy to the extreme problems
which have arisen in that dormitory in
the last few years."
"Our objectives were different
than the Residential Reorganization
Committee," stated Branham. "They
made a numerical analysis of what
was needed where. We looked at hu¬
man costs and losses. Our real concern
was with the unhealthy, unproductive
environment of that residence."
On February 9, Jaime Lathrop '94,
dorm president of Roger Williams
Hall, distributed a letter conveying
the "feelings of betrayal and frustra¬
tion" of some students with the
administration's adoption of the
original proposal.
"Given a second chance, the
housing proposal could have been
presented in a more accommodating
way. Many of the deans' concerns
could have been amended. Speaking
with the deans didn't make any
progress," he stated.
Branham stated that the protests
stemmed mainly from Roger Williams
Hall and suggested that the rest of the
campus has been supportive of the
changes.
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Deans, students discuss student representation
By Gabriel Fried

"Student influence exists and is significant."

Staff Reporter
As a result of a unanimous vote
by the Representative Assembly, an
open forum with members of the
Dean of Students' Office was held on
February 24, regarding the issue of
student input and representation in
the decision-making process at Bates.
The two-hour forum involved a
panel from the Representative As¬
sembly and Dean of Students F.
Celeste Branham, Associate Dean of
Students Stephen Sawyer, and Assis¬
tant Dean of Students James Reese,
and was attended by about 40 mem¬
bers of the Bates community.
The three Deans agreed that it is
imperative to review the communica¬
tion between students and faculty at
Bates and that, if students are con¬
cerned with their voice on campus,
that improved methods to communi¬
cate be sought.
Branham acknowledged that "the
Dean's office has not been as acces¬

Are you
among
the top
national
disabled
college

F. Celeste Branham,
dean of students

sible as it should have been," espe¬
cially with regard to the Representa¬
tive Assembly, and that it was per¬
haps necessary to "review the com¬
mitment to issues of student input....
We need to identify a system that
works to make communication more
effective."
The dissatisfaction with student
power on campus, however, goes
deeper than lack of communication,
said Representative Assembly mem¬
ber Brian Quinn '96.
According to Quinn, there is an
additional issue of confidence among
the student body. "Students are being
heard but not listened to," said Quinn.
As a result, said Quinn, many
students have given up trying to
communicate their concerns to the
Deans.

MAINSTREAM the national magazine for
,

individuals with disabilities, is conducting its
3rd annual search for the Best and Brightest outstanding disabled college graduates of 1992.
If you or someone you know excels academically, is
a leader, an advocate, involved in their communi6
and will graduate between July 1, 1991 and
June 30, 1992, contact your Office of Disabled
Student Services or write to:

Best & Brightest
OUTSTANDING DISABLED COLLEGE GRADUATES

graduates

In response to this, the Deans em¬
phasized that just because a student
proposal is not enacted, it does not
mean that it was not heard. Dean
Branham stated that, in the case of the
recent housing reorganization, "[we
were] thinking of long-term effects on
the institution," and therefore could
not support the immediate demands
of the student body.
"Student influence exists and is
significant," stated Branham.
Several solutions were posed to
alleviate the alleged communication
breech between students and the ad¬
ministration. One of these, voiced by
Dan Schwager '93 of the Representa¬
tive Assembly, included a student
voice at faculty meetings, in order to
hear plans and proposals before they
were actually enacted.

Another suggestion entailed the
inclusion of a weekly report of the
Deans' agenda in The Bates Student, as
a sort of means of keeping students
apprised of what topics were under
discussion by the college's adminis¬
tration.
Sawyer expressed dismay that
many students have given up trying
to change things on campus. He
urged students to "seize all the op¬
portunities available" to make an im¬
pact.
He reported that he was disap¬
pointed by a general lack of atten¬
dance at open meetings around cam¬
pus, and pointed to the poor showing
at a recent forum regarding changes to
the limited enrollment policy as an
example.
John Leslie '93 summed up stu¬
dent concerns when he asked, "Can
we assume that we will know what
Deans are thinking before action takes
place?"
Replied Branham, "Let's have
conversations initially."
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Welcome to the first Features Garage Sale
By Evan Halper
Features Editor
From time to time things arise out of the woodwork
in the Bates College community which are worth men¬
tioning, but are just too irrelevant to put into print. But
we at The Bates Student believe that it is our duty as a
college newspaper to be on the forefront of journalistic
discovery. Nothing should be overlooked. Hence we
have come up with the Features Garage Sale. It's news
that you can really use. It's also an experiment, so bear
with us.
Amidst the calm, soothing tranquility of a
warm winter day is the time when we at Bates are
probably most off-guard. The reality of danger
lurking just around the corner simply does not
register in people's minds. But its presence
must not be overlooked. And it is not in the
form of asbestos in Libby Forum or gaseous
fumes emanating from the Maintenance
sewer that this danger exists. The threat is
that of the snow and ice hying to hold on to
its life faced with the threat of being melted
into oblivion. The frozen elements like to
take their aggression out on humans— they
slide off buildings and crash upon unsus¬
pecting bystanders. In between the houses on
College Street is one of the more dangerous
areas on campus. A friend was taking a shortcut through the path between Clason and Par- \
sons House and took notice of the large ice
chunks that had fallen from the houses and
were in his path. It was just when the thought
occurred to him that walking the path at the
wrong time could be fatal that a large block of
ice slid off the roof and smashed into his head.
Buildings on the quad are particularly danger¬
ous, because of their height and tendency to ac¬
cumulate massive amounts of frozen debris.
Even the administration was concerned. While we
didn't get letters and five-minute phone messages
on the issues, warning signs were placed for our
information. These signs are usually ignored as
people are always eager to take the shortest pos¬
sible route in the fight against time restraints. Ev¬
ery now and then a huge avalanche will slide off a
building and people will stop what they are doing
just for a moment, to think how glad they are that
they weren't in the wrong place at the wrong
time— regardless of how close to it they were.
There are probably over 15 pizza establish¬
ments in Lewiston. Almost all of them bad. The

few that are decent have opted not to offer delivery
service. As a result, options for satisfying late-night
hunger are quite limited and most students choose
the Evil Pizza Empire: Domino's. We hide behind
the words "independently owned and operated
business" when reminded that Domino's supports
the Right to Life Foundation. It is desperation that
drives us to support this epitome of American big
business, not conscience. And as if it is not enough
that they have cornered the market, they sometimes
flaunt and abuse it also. The other night I got a call
from Domino's 40 minutes after I had placed
the original order. "Where were
r
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you? I rang the doorbell five times and no one an¬
swered!" the delivery person said angrily. Taken by
surprise, my response was simply, "Oh." When the
pizza arrived, it was not considered late and we
didn't get the discount. However, policy is for the
deliverer to call before coming to your residence and
this was not done the first time he came to my house.
And all the delivery people know that the doorbells
in campus houses don't work. Simply put,
Domino's blatantly abused my trust as the buyer—a
crime more severe than many punishable offenses. It
is no wonder Bates students have fought back
against this subversive pizza establishment. How
can Bates students be faulted for attempted to scam
a free pizza from this atrocious organization in from

time to time? Domino's (the oppressor) must
reach a mutual state of respect with Bates students
(the oppressed). Until this utopian pizza state ex¬
ists, anything is fair game.
Cult television has been around since the be¬
ginning of the video age. From "The Honeymooners" to "Star Trek," random shows have ac¬
cumulated dedicated followings through time. In
most of these productions, there is clearly some
intrinsic value which makes the obses¬
sion understandable. But today there ex¬
ists one show with an immense following
and perhaps no value whatsoever. Enter
"Beverly Hills 90210." Nothing better rep¬
resents the decadence of our times than this
show. Its popularity is frightening. The
show's focus is purely on the trials and
tribulations of poor little rich kids. It's teen
trash, but a large percentage of its audience is
college students. On our very own campus,
students schedule their appointments around
this show and gather in large viewing groups
on a weekly basis to watch it. Its content is not
sarcastic like "Heathers," nor is it sociologically
valuable like those movies from the '70s where
high school kids take over the neighborhood and
terrorize their parents. It is pure, whiny melo¬
drama. Students claim to watch it sarcastically,
but is that possible? The same things happen
week after week in a perpetuating cycle of absur¬
dities on this modernized soap opera. Perhaps
once or twice it provides a good laugh, but the fact
that people arrange their lives around this "enter¬
tainment" should be a source of concern.
The promotional materials received by The
Student as of late are an excellent example of how
rituals like "Bev Niner" effect how our generation
is perceived. There was probably once a time
when we received the latest literary works and
sophisticated political magazines to review in our
paper. Not today (save our complimentary sub¬
scription to The Nation). The last thing my editor
placed on my desk was a book entitled "99 Ways
to Open a Beer Bottle Without a Bottle Opener."
Perhaps there could be some merit to this book if
it were done in some kind of humorous way. But
there was really nothing funny in it. With the
book came a brief letter beginning with the ques¬
tion, "Brewsky no unscrewsky?" Perhaps even
more pathetic is that the book is dedicated to the
author's mother who he simply thanks "for keep¬
ing the fridge full."

March is celebrated as National Frozen Foods Month
By Rob Kaplan
Student Correspondent
Last Saturday, I sat down and watched "HeeHaw." Arguably one of the most underrated tele¬
vision programs ever created, "Hee-Haw"' has its
moments. For example, there's this one sketch
where some guy in overalls yells into the audi¬
ence, "I'd like to salute my hometown of Humbolt,
Tennessee. Population 12,926." Then 30 inbred,
Hillbilly Jim wanna-be's jump out of a styrofoam
sunflower patch and holler back "Salute!" Damn,
now that's funny.
"Hee-Haw" also has some darned good en¬
tertainment (there's this old lady wearing a fruit
hat, who manages to scream every line at intoler¬
able levels). But, more importantly, "Hee-Haw"
has alerted me to many aspects of American soci¬
ety. First and foremost, now I have an idea of how
Ross Perot actually captured 19 percent of the

popular vote last November. And, of course, thanks
to the show's underwriters (Mrs. Paul's fish sticks),
I learned that March is National Frozen Food Month.
Obviously nonbelievers in the powers of sub¬
liminal advertising, the people at Mrs. Paul's re¬
member to mention their month-long Saturnalia at
the beginning of each commercial break. Then, for
re-enforcement-which, judging from the average
intelligence of "Hee-Haw" viewers based on the
complexity of the show's humor, is not a dumb
move at all—Mrs. Paul’s ran several ads showing a
burly fisherman in a bright yellow slicker telling the
camera (in an exaggerated Maine accent) how he
loves to wake up at the crack of dawn every morn¬
ing just to spend 12 hours on a crowded, smelly
fishing boat. He completes this feat solely to catch
fresh fish for Mrs. Paul to freeze and sell four months
later.
Then, we see various healthy-looking, Aryan
people bite into their fish sticks while doing cart¬
wheels, singing songs and presumably enjoying life.

Finally, the screen freezes as one freckled, prepubescent brat winks into the camera, implying
how cool he looks eating his fish.
This gross display of seafood made me ques¬
tion something we hold sacred in our society:
why do we take every mundane concept or con¬
sumer item and then give it its own day, week,
month or half-life? It just doesn't make sense.
Think about it. Do we really need National Fro¬
zen Food Month, National Cable Month (April)
or National Fire Safety Instruction Week (a.k.a.
Dan Lelonde appreciation day—mid-October)?
Of course we don't. But, this is our punishment
for being the type of idiots who keep shows like
"Hee-Haw" on the air for 25 seasons.
Maybe I'm being too critical. I'm going to re¬
think this over a Swanson's Hungry Man dinner.
Rob Kaplan remains bitter about once finding a piece
of bone in Mrs. Paul's "Filet ofScrodon a Stick"
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Fast paced Safewalks world is not all fun and games

Everything from lending a helping hand to a student
caught in a snowbank (left), to rescuing someone caught
in a burning building (above) are part of a night7s work
for Safewalker Jay Rasku '95. These photos are of drama¬
tized events.
Buster Beal photos.

By Carrie Barnard
Staff Reporter
The Security Office was insane. Six trust¬
worthy Safewalkers bustled around the place,
looking as though they'd downed one too many
Vivarin in preparation for their shift. They
grabbed walkie talkies, monster flashlights, and
brilliant Security vests. It was like a Hill Street
Blues episode: everyone babbling, hanging
around waiting for an infamous briefing. Only,
a true briefing was not to come, only an assign¬
ment of shifts—routes, if you will. There were
no serial murderers to look out for, nor were
there any big drug rings to infiltrate; just people
to walk from the Library to Moulton or from
Cheney to Pierce. Two pairs of Bates College
students, bundled up in L.L. Bean jackets, rag
wool socks, polyprophylene long johns, and
crunchy wool mittens waited to be told who and
where they'd be walking in the cold, harsh,
Maine winter night.
These students were prepared to face the
cold, to face the wind, to hold a walkie talkie
proudly in one hand and a mug of hot cocoa
(cheerfully provided by the Security Office) in
the other. These campers were making the great
sacrifice and giving up two hours of the night to
walk solitary late-nighters home in the cold.
There were no regrets about lost sleep for the
cause was too noble to dwell on petty selfish¬
ness. These students were doing the ultimate in
sacrifices; they were walking in the cold for al¬
truistic concern about keeping the campus safe.
Of course, there was another motivating
factor: the pay. With the new pay scale these
retro-idealists were getting a whopping $4.55
per hour. Veteran safe walkers, those who did
this for free in the Winter of 1992, got an extra 15
cents. Coordinators, like myself, got a whole
$4.85.
What other factors motivate walkers to just
get out there and do it? Well, according to one

sophomore, "I get to bitch to my partner for two
hours. I need that."
David Pugh '96, another student who does the
evil midnight to 2 a.m. shift on Tuesday said,
"Safewalking is the next best thing to drinking
milk." This fact has been disputed.
David's partner, Kara Peters '96, is more
negative. "It's too late. You get hungry. I think
they should have a snack vender," she said. Un¬
fortunately, not all have the stamina, the constitu¬
tion, the guts it takes to be a Safewalker.
I went out with a partner on the dreaded
Tuesday midnight shift. We trekked through all
the new snow which had not yet been marred by
dirt and sand.
The two Safewalkers, myself and Jay Rasku
'95, called in our first escort: "52 to Base, Safewalk
from Clason to Wood Street House."
The static of a walkie talkie: grating and dark.
The walk was cold: wind screaming pain into
ears not covered well enough by goofy wool hats,
the kind you refused to wear in fourth grade at re¬
cess because they were so uncool. Coolness is for¬
feited by Safewalkers who aim for humanitarianism and maintaining all their body parts instead.
A quick thank you was spoken as our escort
scrambled into the comfort and security of Wood
Street House.
"52 to Base. Escort complete."
There is a certain lingo that goes along with
being a Safewalker. This is one of the more posi¬
tive aspects of the job, that and the free lollipops.
Only Safewalkers and parking enforcement offi¬
cials get to say hip words like "10-4" and "over" as
well as having their own code name— Unit 51,52
or 53.
Safewalkers are the good kids in the Security
Department. They're hard to hate. They don't take
away your kegs or ticket your car. They're the pe¬
ons, just out to earn some money and make you
safe. I admit, the security vests are far from stylin',
but it's not their fault they have to wear them, and
most Safewalkers feel embarrassed looking like

Village People rejects.
An hour and fifteen minutes after our first es¬
cort we entered the warm Security Office, holding
cheap hot chocolate in cups, defrosting rag woolclad feet, our teeth knocking against the rim of the
hot chocolate container. As a Safewalks Coordi¬
nator, it was my responsibility to give the walkers
pep talks, but words don't prevent frostbite.
"Good jobs" and "Hooray! You got one whole es¬
cort. Sure, it's alright that it was your boyfriend"
only go so far. The Safewalkers gazed at the
peculating hot water machine as if it were a plas¬
tic god created by General Electric. The
Safewalkers exchanged war stories like 80-yearold veterans at an American Legion Hall Function
drinking in and pouring out their past glory. They
down the processed chocolate colored water, all
while complaining and exchanging.
"Damn, my feet are freezing," my partner
said.
"With me it's just one foot," said David Pugh.
"Yeah, one foot," another Safewalker agreed.
"Why is that?"
Such is the stimulating conversation around
the water peculator. The Safewalkers sipped their
cocoa like wine. Outside the icy cold of Maine's
winter waited for the walkers to finish their cocoa
and step into its blustering air.
They did. Four Safewalkers with a mission,
with a job to do. Four Safewalkers out to grab
$4.55 an hour.
Unit 51 tried to ask a student for an escort, or
even to just let them walk with her.
She refused.
They tried another student, one who had
abandoned the library for the night.
Rejected again.
Four Safewalkers searched in the night for
something to call in on the walkie talkie. It's a hard
job but someone has to do it. Between the snow
bank jumping, hot cocoa, and lollipops, Safewalks
isn't all that bad a job. As Pugh said, it's an alright
thing, "...psychedelic hours. Mom never told me
college'd be like this."
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MULTICULTURAL CENTER

Forum

Central location is vital

I'VE FINALLY DEVISED
A WAY TO REDUCE
OUTLAYS FOR MEDICARE
AND SOCIAL SECURITY.

Copyright © 1993 The Bates Student

sm
I'M MAKING
JACK KEVORKIAN
SURGEON GENERAL.

Bates College is making strides towards realizing its goals con¬
cerning multiculturalism on campus. While the present success of
Asian American Week and the anticipated events of the upcoming
International Women's Week show students' commitment to vari¬
ous expressions of multiculturalism, the administration is concur¬
rently composing a proposal regarding the establishment of a
multicultural center for next year.
Although a commitment to the establishment of a center has al¬
ready been verbalized, the facility's location has yet to be deter¬
mined. A central location for the multicultural center is imperative
to ensure the extensive use of the facility, as well as in expressing the
College's continued commitment to multiculturalism. A poorly lo- j
cated multicultural center is almost as detrimental as having no such
facility’ at all. For these reasons, we urge that the center be housed in j
the current residence of the Writing Workshop.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
While the Workshop provides a very valuable service to Bates I
students, it does not necessitate its central location. Most students
who frequent the Writing Workshop do so after making an appoint¬
ment, not on a drop-in basis. An essential aspect of the multicultural
To the Editor:
the seriousness of them.
center would be its easy accessibility to all students for planned as
Like many on this campus, you
I, myself, do not have an eating
well as spontaneous visits. The Campus Avenue location of the
may not have been aware of the fact
disorder. I have a sister, however, who
Writing Workshop perfectly fits this variety of uses.
that Eating Disorders Awareness
is anorexic and I am very aware of
week, which took place the week
what a nightmare the whole ordeal
Moving the W'riting Workshop to another location would unde¬
February
1,
even
existed
unless
you
can
be. Most people, I have found, are
niably inconvenience and disrupt the work patterns of the devoted
happened
to
see
the
small
sign
posted
not.
There are many people who do
staff of this needed facility. However, placing the multicultural cen¬
in the mail room of Chase. The week
not think that eating disorders are re¬
ter at the current location of the Writing Workshop would enhance
was not highly publicized. I originally
ally serious. They think "all" that
the stature of the new center in an manner that is not needed by the
wrote this letter in hopes to take part
someone who has an eating disorder
already-established Writing Workshop. Clapp House, located on
in the week, but I feel that the letter is
needs to do is learn how to eat right.
still highly relevant as I believe that
Unfortunately it is not that simple.
College Street, has been proposed as a location for the new
simply
setting
aside
a
week
for
Eating disorders are not just condi¬
multicultural center. Unfortunately, the distance of Clapp House
awareness of an issue is not enough.
tions that will pass with time once the
from the center of campus would practically eliminate unplanned
person who has the eating disorder
My purpose, in this letter, is to at least
visits to the new facility. Clapp House, with its cozy upstairs and
attempt to make people more aware of
Continued on Page 12, Column 3
spacious basement, would aptly serve as a proper location for the
the presence of eating disorders and
Writing Workshop and its scheduled visits from students.
This rearrangement of facilities would undoubtedly augment the
Parent speaks against Newman Day
costs accrued by the College in its establishment of a multicultural
age its students to emulate.
To the Editor:
center. However, the increased use of the multicultural center as
If the few Bates students who act
I recently read about the issues
well as the pronounced expression of the College's commitment to
this way cannot respect the rights of
surrounding Paul Newman Day. It is
others and the school property, per¬
multiculturalism that would result from a central location would
a sad commentary on life when be¬
haps the school and the Student Con¬
havior
that
is
unacceptable
in
every¬
greatly outweigh the increased numerical expenditures that such a
duct
Committee need to consider se¬
day life is allowed to exist on campus.
move would create.

Eating disorders affect everyone
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Civil arrest would have occurred if the
disruptive incidents happened in a
downtown restaurant.
The atmosphere is often so bad
that day that students will not eat in
Commons. The whole thing is an af¬
front to what Paul Newman stands
for. It is despicable behavior for what
I sense Bates College tries to encour¬

rious probation or expulsion to these
offenders. They think they are being
cute, but in reality their behavior is
disgusting.
Sincerely,
Clara N. Whitney
Hampton Falls, NH

The deans’ explanation is a poor excuse
To the Editor:
The explanations given for new
residential designations in the Febru¬
ary fourth letter to the Bates commu¬
nity are anything but clear. However,
there is an underlying message within
the decision which speaks loudly and
clearly without the aid of words. The
message being delivered is one of
power, authority, and control.
Initially, the messages were
mixed. The Residential Reorganizing
Committee requested student input
into the proposal making process.
Having received this input, which
apparently was not the input they
were looking for, they simply argued
for their own proposal. Behind the
RRC facade of democracy and equal
representation we find nothing but

patronization.
The next level of abuse come from
the Deans of Students who take upon
themselves the responsibility of ex¬
plaining to all those poor students
who do not have access to higher
wisdom, the reasons for the final de¬
cision. They belittle the attempts by
Milliken House to save their residence
and then reveal the heretofore hidden
agendas of drug control underlying
the disbanding of Roger Williams
Hall. One is inclined to ask of the
deans what the hidden agenda is be¬
hind the disbanding of Milliken
House. .. though perhaps it is not fit
for open discussion by the entire stu¬
dent body.
Continued on Page 12, Column 1

For more Letters to the Editor, see pages 9,12
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New administration needs to evaluate foreign policy goals
By Evan Medeiros

T

he United States emerged
from World War II as a pre¬
eminent world power, having
defeated the Axis powers, having
forged strong alliances abroad and es¬
tablishing sustained economic pros¬
perity at home. President Harry
Truman, rightly, rejected the isola¬
tionist temptation by choosing an in¬
teractive foreign policy with Soviet
containment as its central mission.
Although America just finished a
different, colder, kind of war, it now
requires an equivalent change in for¬
eign policy orientation. The current
task for the Clinton Administration is
no less daunting than it was 45 years
ago. As the multi-polar landscape
continues to evolve, the U.S. faces un¬
paralleled challenges in the form of
separatist violence, the spread of
weapons, and massive poverty which
each uniquely threaten to foster
worldwide instability.
The U.S. needs to develop a co¬
herent view of our changing world as
well as its role in helping to shape
those changes. Unless America creates
a new set of guiding foreign policy
principals, the country's actions,
which are seemingly random, hap¬
hazard, and confused, can only pro¬
mote instability.
During the Cold War, foreign
policy rhetoric was dominated by talk
of promoting "freedom and democ¬
racy." In the face of our apparent vic¬
tory the new administration must
now shift its focus from "freedom" to

Unless America creates a new set of guiding foreign
policy principals, the country's actions, which are
seemingly random, haphazard, and confused,
can only promote instability.
"stability." Yet, given the unpredict¬
able and volatile nature of the world,
this is a more complex and conse¬
quential task. The promotion of sta¬
bility requires that U.S. military and
diplomatic policies are credible and
that they inhibit rather than incite
conflict.
Weapons nonproliferation offers
the best opportunity to achieve this
goal. The worldwide diffusion of con¬
ventional and non-conventional
weapons systems and technologies
threatens stability both by fostering an
environment in which conflicts are
more palatable and by undercutting
U.S. credibility on the international
scene.
Weapons nonproliferation must
become the centralizing principal of
American foreign policy because, one,
it is key to the areas of the world
where conflicts of the 21st century will
most likely occur and, two, the U.S.'s
use of arms transfers is often the focal
point at which our broader foreign
policy commitments and credibility
break down. Just as Soviet contain¬
ment was the means to champion
freedom and democracy, a sustained
commitment to nonproliferation is the
best way to enhance global stability.
The continuous flow of weapons
systems and technologies all over the

world poses the greatest threat to U.S.
foreign policy in the post Cold War
era. According to the most recent
study done by the Congressional Re¬
search Service, between 1984 and
1991, Third World nations spent over
$350 billion to buy 36,000 surface to air
missiles, 19,500 artillery pieces, 20,000
armored personnel carriers, 11,000
tanks and self-propelled guns, and
2,500 combat aircraft. Indeed, over 15
Third World nations have ballistic
missile programs with over half of
them actively pursuing medium and
long range capabilities, not to mention
the likely possibility of unknown
trade in nuclear weapons technolo¬
gies.
Beyond the sheer numbers, the
strategic implications of weapons dif¬
fusion paint an equally bleak picture.
Unchecked weapons sales quicken the
outbreak of conflicts, contribute to
their destructive impact via escalation,
and promote protracted fighting
rather than negotiated peace.
The collective experiences of the
Iran-Iraq war graphically demon¬
strated these consequences. In short,
accumulating a massive stock of con¬
ventional and non-conventional
weapons eventually makes war more
thinkable on both sides.
In turn, proponents of arms sales

argue that weapons sales promote
stability by deterring aggression. Yet,
their position presupposes an ideal
world in which all leaders are rational,
symmetrical military buildups occur,
accidents never happen and there is
sufficient communication to prevent
misperceptions or miscalculations.
In this sense, arms proliferation
serves no higher strategic function
and ensures a reduction of global cri¬
sis stability thus constituting the most
formidable international challenge
facing America.
A
comprehensive
U.S.
nonproliferation policy would also
enhance U.S. credibility, a precondi¬
tion necessary for success in all other
aspects of U.S. foreign policy. His¬
torically, America's use of arms as a
foreign policy tool (implicitly and ex¬
plicitly) has led to an overall loss of
credibility and influence.
Arms sales frequently threaten
credibility because there is an enor¬
mous incentive for foreign policy¬
makers to use them. Due to the tech¬
nologically sophisticated nature of
U.S. weapons, everyone wants them.
U.S. arms are a commodity greatly
valued by all nations.
In the past, America's use of arms
sales has jeopardized credibility in
two distinct ways. First, U.S. arms
sales practices have continually con¬
flicted with each other. Several not-soancient U.S. actions demonstrate this
blatant contradiction in policy such as
our attempt to counterbalance Iran
and Iraq during the 1980s and our
Continued on Page 11, Column 1

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Klan represents hypocrisy

Not all students are loud or obnoxious

To the Editor:
Flipping through the pages of the
February 5 edition of The Student, I
stopped to read Evan Halper's article
on hate crimes and hate groups in
Maine. As a resident of Portland,
Maine, over the past few years I have
become concerned over the growing
number of Neo-Nazi, Klan, and anti¬
immigrant groups that have cropped
up in the area. A chapter of the KnowNothings (a fitting name) still exists in
Maine, as does a relatively active
Klan.
Though I was not caught off
guard by reading that such groups
exist in Maine, what utterly floored
me was that the Grand Dragon of the
Klan is of Greek descent. As a Klan
member, Nicholas Kontoes is five cans
short of a six-pack anyway, something
that the article verified to no one's
surprise. Yet Mr. Kontoes' reputation
was completely shredded for me
when I discovered that he was Greek.
The Klan burned crosses on Greeks'
lawns, marched against them in the
South and were active in other anti¬
southern European immigrant move¬

To the Editor:
In response to the letter by "those
loud and obnoxious guys" that ap¬
peared in the February 5 issue of The
Bates Student: gentlemen, here are
some of the reasons that the Alumni
Gym bleachers are not filled to capac¬
ity with "loud and obnoxious" fans
during home basketball games:
1. Many of the people who attend
Bates are neither loud, nor obnoxious.
Some are reasonably quiet and very
pleasant.
2. Some students, specifically seniors,
actually have work to do, including
this nasty little thing called "thesis." It
seems to take up ever so much time,
thereby seriously curtailing the possi¬
bility of attending such religiously
crucial events like home basketball
games.
3. Some people think that basketball
and other organized sports of similar
ilk are just plain silly. Boys and girls
throwing a ball into a hoop is just not
empirically entertaining to all.
4. Some people realize that it is pos¬
sible to channel their overflowing tes¬

ments in the early part of this century.
Indeed, many Greeks marched with
the civil rights leaders in the 1960s in
an effort to express solidarity with
African-American victims of preju¬
dice.
As a Greek-American myself,
there is nothing that makes my Spar¬
tan blood boil more than an ideology
that claims superiority over others on
the basis of racial/ethnic background.
But then to have this brand of hogwash being shouted by someone
whose very blood the Klan despises is
too much. This guy ought to be com¬
mitted. Does he hate himself or
something?
Mr. Kontoes' membership in, let
alone leadership of, the Klan is the
ultimate irony. He is kind of like a
mouse joining the cat club. The Klan
hates its own leader. Maybe they'll
start beating each other up now,
turning their hate inward and con¬
suming themselves. As for Mr.
Kontoes, the Greeks have a word for
him.

tosterone into other, less overtly dis¬
turbing activities, thereby eliminating
the need to partake of the more cor¬
rosive and impolite activities (such as
harassing and haranguing athletes
who are undoubtedly significantly
more gifted and skilled in their craft
than any of you will ever be).
If you want real fun, try shooting
a 60/40 mixture of pure heroin and
asphalt down your left arm (not up,
mind you), leave the tourniquet on,
lock the door, lay on your bed, listen
to Ween's "Pure Guava" really qui¬
etly, and read "Oliver Twist" by
Charles Dickens.
After a night of doing that, I guar¬
antee you'll be plum-tuckered and
you won't have a offended a living
soul. Imagine!
Don't get me wrong. I'm hardly
one to stand in the way of you public
fraternal orgasms. Just don't ask me
to join in ... I have reading to do.
Kindly,
John Coulter Leslie '93.5

Leon J. Nicholas '93

Live in Japan

I The
American Red Cross
■I
in Maine_

Give. 'Vblunteer. Receive.

Individuals with backgrounds in business, liberal arts, pharm., engineer¬
ing, or other fields with a university degree (by 1993) interested in
teaching English in Japan for one year to employees of major corpora¬
tions and government agencies should send an
in-depth resume (via post/ fax) to:
IES
**(next Interviews in
Shin-Taiso Bldg.
Bates College area in
10-7 Dogenzaka 2-chome
3/93-4/93)
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150 JAPAN
Fax: (03) 3463-70S9
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Does America need nationalized health care?
YES

NO

Everyone deserves
equal access to basic
health care

Nationalized health
care does not ensure
adequate treatment

By James Dellafiora

By Jason Aldrich

T

he facts are a disgrace. Ap¬
proximately 37 million Ameri¬
cans, almost 12 million of them
children, have no health insurance at
all. These figures do not include the
people who are supposedly protected
by some pathetically inadequate form
of health care insurance. Chances are,
you may not be too far removed from
this crisis. I know of parents who
were afraid to let their son stay over
night in a hospital after suffering a se¬
rious head injury because they could
not cover the hospital bill. While dis¬
cussing the issue of health care at
dinner recently, a friend informed me
that, as a result of his family's yearly
income, they are not covered by any
form of health insurance.
Surveys reveal that one out of
three Americans did not go to the
doctor in the past year for financial
reasons. Though this problem mostly
affects minorities and low-income
families, average-income Americans
are also finding the price for the best
medical treatment in the world to be
too expensive.
On the flip side, a friend told me a
story of when he was injured while
studying abroad in England. He was
rushed to the emergency room where
he informed the staff that he was a
foreign student and did not have any
money. He still received full medical treatment, regardless of his financial state,
courtesy of the British national health care system.
Hmm ... something is wrong here. In America, millions of people get
screwed by inadequate health insurance, while other countries make sure that
everyone is covered.
Opinion polls show that four out of five Americans believe the U.S. should
adopt a national health care policy that insures Americans better than programs
such as Medicare and Medicaid. Rumors speculate that in addition to putting
caps on hospital services and doctors' fees in an effort to keep medical treatment
affordable, President Clinton's anxiously-awaited health care reform package
will also include extending coverage to America's poor. This would include the
dramatic step of nationalizing the availability of basic medical services to all
Americans.
Of course, no system is perfect. European models for national health care,
such as the United Kingdom and Scandinavian nations, also have extremely high
taxes on goods and services in order to pay for their programs. Many analysts
assume that, in order to fund national health care in the United States, Clinton
may have to levy even more taxes on the rich. He would also have to take
measures to decrease Medicare and Medicaid abuses, which already bleed the
economy and increases the deficit.
But the benefits would be immense. Forcing doctors and medical suppliers
to keep their prices reasonable under the auspices of a national program is ab¬
solutely moral. At last doctors will have to come to grips with the idea that
healers should heal, not get rich by gouging the sick.
American children would benefit significantly. Twenty percent of America's
children live below the poverty line. When the standard of living is so low for
many of the children of this country, it is simple to conclude that the health care
available to these children is equally inadequate. If America's greatest resource
is its children, then wouldn't it make sense to keep that recourse alive and
healthy?
Many American women would also benefit as a national health care program
is expected to include better natal care coverage for women during pregnancy.
Also, simple tests for problems like breast cancer would become more affordable.
The new health care proposals are expected to include making health care
more readily available to AIDS patients who, currently, are regularly discrimi¬
nated against when it comes to attaining access to reasonable health care.
The American people are finally realizing what many other nations have
known for a long time. Medial rare is a necessity, not a luxury. The cost of
health care must be controlled. Every segment of the population needs to have
access to basic medical services. A national health care plan is desperately
needed in this country.

A

merica's health care system is
clearly in the midst of a seri¬
ous crisis. Despite govern¬
ment expenditures on Medicare and
Medicaid totalling nearly $250 billion
per year, there are still over 30 million
Americans without health insurance.
In light of this unacceptable situation,
many public figures, including Presi¬
dent Clinton, have advocated follow¬
ing the lead of countries like Canada
and switching to a national health care
system. Polls taken over the past
couple of years show strong support
for this move, but in my opinion, it
would be a mistake.
The current popularity of national
health care seems to rest on two fac¬
tors. First is the constant romanticiz¬
ing of the national programs that al¬
ready exist. Almost no public figure
is willing to give us the good and the
bad news about national health care.
Any discussion of Canada's health
care system is sure to include some¬
thing about its guarantee of full cov¬
erage for all of Canada's citizens.
What you rarely hear about is the fact
Canadians often have to wait weeks to
get treatment, even in life-threatening
situations. Thousands of Canadians
travel to the U.S. each year for treat¬
ments they can't get, or can't wait to
get, in Canada.
A guarantee by the government that all the medical costs of its citizens will
be paid creates incentives that are almost certain to lead to economic hard times.
For example, many people will make trips to the doctor for minor ailments that
they might otherwise have taken care of on their own. Sometimes, people will see
a doctor just to find ways to keep from getting sick. Doctors compound the
problem by charging the government for unnecessary tests and procedures.
These patterns, which are often called "preventative medicine" in the U.S., are
just a sampling of the problems that develop when people make their medical
decisions with other people's money.
What we in America should be asking ourselves is whether a national sys¬
tem is the most efficient way of allocating health benefits, and whether we are
willing to accept the kind of trade-offs the Canadian system forces on its citizens.
These kinds of decisions cannot be made rationally when key facts are kept from
us by politicians and the media.
The second major reason for the popularity of national health care
is caused, at least in part, by the first. We have become so focused on the debate
over nationalizing health care that many ideas for reforming our present system
go unnoticed.
One idea is called the "Medical IRA" program. Under this plan, employers
would put most of the money they now spend annually on health insurance into
a special account for each of their employees, who would be required to use that
money first for their medical expenses. Employees could let this money accumu¬
late in their account over the years, and it would be tax free as long as it was used
for medical purposes. Businesses would then put the remainder of the money
into a smaller, less expensive insurance program to cover what their workers
couldn't pay for themselves. Taxes would not have to be raised, and since people
would be spending their own money on health care, there would be a tremen¬
dous incentive to spend it frugally. This is just one idea that's been offered to
reform and cut costs in America's health care system; before we rush to embrace
national health care, we should consider that there are many others.
Americans would also do well to consider some of the behavioral factors that
make the cost of health care prohibitive to so many of our fellow citizens. Mal¬
practice litigation has exploded in past decades, dramatically increasing the fees
doctors have to charge their patients. Tobacco-related illnesses cost us $20 billion
per year, perhaps the single best example in our society of one group of people
being forced to pay for the decisions made by another. Nationalizing health care
in America would simply further reduce the incentives to regulate our behavior.
Given this, the abundant possibilities for reform of our present system, the
high price of national health care, and the evidence showing a significant re¬
duction in the quality of health care under other national programs, we must
conclude that national health care is not a good idea for America.

POINT/COUNTERPOINT
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Clinton’s economic plan: everyone will pay the price

N

By Brian Soifer

o sacred cows. Bill Clinton
came to Washington under
the supposition that his vic¬
tory, plus the 20 percent approval for
Ross Perot, amounts to an over¬
whelming demand by the American
people for a restructuring of govern¬
ment. Whatever achievements might
have been realized by Ronald Reagan
and supply-side economics have not
sustained through the Bush years;
America must reevaluate its situation
and come up with a plan to fit the '90s.
The two biggest dilemmas facing
President Bill Clinton are a lagging
economy and a horribly obese na¬
tional debt. To some extent these are
two sides of the same coin: a smaller
debt should stimulate economic
growth, and a healthy economy
should help reduce the immense na¬
tional debt. But, it is necessarily im¬
possible for Clinton's administration

Clinton subscribes to the tradition of government
activism in the economy that dates back to
_Thomas Keynes and the New Deal._
to address both of these crisis simulta¬
neously; how can you spend more and
spend less at the same time?
Clinton subscribes to the tradition
of government activism in the
economy that dates back to Thomas
Keynes and the New Deal. Clinton
applies a new name to an old plan—
"investment" will improve long-term
growth and raise living standards.
The government will build more
roads, develop new technologies, as¬
sist our vital human resources
through health care, education, and
various social spending, and spur the
"right" kinds of investments through
tax incentives.
This will pump the right kind of
money through the economy, but
such a plan has a cost. Where will

Clinton get the money to pay for his
plans? This question has haunted him
throughout his campaign, since the
Republicans attacked him as a "tax
and spend liberal."
A good deal of the funds will
come from cuts in defense spending.
The next largest savings from cuts will
come from an attack on the health in¬
dustry. He will fight earnestly to re¬
duce Medicare and Medicaid lab and
doctor's fees. This abides Clinton's
plan to cut a dollar of spending for
each additional dollar of taxes (al¬
though Newsweek calculates that he
is actually raising taxes by two dollars
for every dollar in cuts).
The President will also raise funds
by significantly raising taxes. If any¬
one can remember as far back as the

'92 campaign, he promised the middle
class a tax cut. But surprise, he
changed course and socked the
middle- class with a fat energy tax.
However, the revenues he will gener¬
ate here amount to only half of the
money he will acquire from a tax in¬
crease on the wealthy. Where previ¬
ously $200,000-a-year was consid¬
ered the threshold of the upper class,
Clinton seeks to redefine America at
the $140,000-a-year mark. The
wealthy will be paying even more
taxes, but this is just a fee for the stable
society government provides.
So as the government will be
spending to aid the economy, it will
conversely be taxing heavily to fend
off the deficit. In net terms this
amounts to a $473 billion deficit re¬
duction by 1998.
But please don't accept this at face
value. It's all only a number and a
plan until the pork-fat Congress
passes Clinton's budgets for the next
five years.

America must establish a new post-Cold War foreign policy
Continued from Page 9
arming of other Arab nations. Take
the selling of F-15 combat fighters to
Saudi Arabia for example, despite our
apparent allegiance to Israel's secu¬
rity. The eventual outcome of such
contradictory arms sales practices is
that the
entire situation spins out of control.
U.S. allegiances become unclear and
other nations require rigorous reas¬
surances of the U.S.'s commitment.
The U.S. ends up in a quagmire, hav¬
ing to continually supply both sides in
a constant attempt to balance one off
of the other, by means of the military,
in order to prevent the outbreak of
war.
These inconsistent policies reduce
U.S. credibility because U.S. leaders
are no longer perceived as having
made or willing to make a firm com¬
mitment for or against any one nation
or international cause. America's

arms sales further undermine cred¬
ibility because they often contradict
the U.S.'s stated foreign policy goals.
Bush
often
proclaimed
"nonproliferation" as a major U.S.
foreign policy priority, most often to
Third World countries. However, his
administration changed the name of
the State Department's Office of Mu¬
nitions Control to the Center for De¬
fense Trade. His administration bla¬
tantly sold U.S weapons on the inter¬
national market such as the recent sale
of F-16s to Taiwan, F-15s and M1A1
tanks to Saudi Arabia, and numerous
other hardware to countries like Paki¬
stan and Egypt. Most obviously,
former President Reagan's trading
arms for hostages directly violated his
stated policy of never negotiating with
terrorists.
Basically, America says one thing
and uses its arms to do another. When
our words and our deeds do not
match one another, other nations can¬

not trust us to meet our commitments.
Instead, they require constant proof.
When the U.S.'s word no longer de¬
fines our allegiances then all trust
breaks down. Ironically, at this point,
the very reason for using arms sales—
to create influence and leverage—is
lost as well.
Credibility is a critical, yet scarce,
foreign policy resource without which
the U.S. would not be world power.
The U.S. would be embroiled in all
types of conflicts always trying to
prove itself to skeptical allies needing
reassurance. The U.S. wouldn't be
able to forge alliances as it so effec¬
tively did during the recent Gulf War
if the strength of its commitments was
thought to be flexible. Delicate diplo¬
matic initiatives like the Arab-Israeli
peace talks, the START I & II negotia¬
tions, or the GATT talks would be im¬
possible without the perception that
the U.S. could be trusted to mean what
it says and do as it promises. U.S.

credibility lies at the foundation of the
U.S.'s very ability to interact, on all
levels, with the global community.
The challenge for America is to
champion global stability and security
through a genuine nuclear and con¬
ventional weapons nonproliferation
program. The U.S. needs to let this
mission shape and guide all its foreign
policy actions. U.S. foreign policy de¬
cisions should originate from this ba¬
sic mission.
A sustained commitment to slow
or halt the spread of weapons can al¬
most ensure stability by drastically
diminishing the global currency of
political struggle and military con¬
frontation. Stability, in turn, allows
economic and political development
all over the world. Moreover, a bona
fide nonproliferation policy can aide
all future U.S. international endeavors
by preserving the true currency of U.S.
foreign policy, the credibility that our
words and deeds are based upon.

)

THE COLLEGE DAYS
MERE, KENNER, PUT SOME ^
OF THIS COLOGNE ON.
WHAT FOR? IT SHELLS
LIKE WEEP-KILLER.

7

V

YOU'RE GOING
I AM? DO
TO GET A
YOU MEAN
GIRLFRIEND LIKE A FEMALE
TODAY.
OF THE
OPPOSITE
SEX'?

WHAT HAPPENED^
^IDECiPEO TO BREAK
IT OFF WITH HER WHEN
SHE SAID SHE PIPN'T
WANT TO SEE HE
ANYMORE

YOU BROKE UP WITH HER
AFTER SHE BROKE UP WITH
YOU ?? /"I UATEPTO STEP ON
THE KIP'S HEART LIKE
THAT, BUT IT WAS FOR
THE BEST.

"ST THAT'S
YES.
CALM DOWN EASY FOR
YOU TO SAY.

HAVEN'T YOU YEAH, BUT
EVER HAP A IT ONLY
GIRLFRIEND LASTED A
BEFORE?
WEEK.

rv

SOMETHING TELLS
ME IT'S GOING TO
TAKE MORE THAN
COLOGNE TO
RECTIFY THIS

I FIND REALITY
IS EASIER TO
DEAL WITH
WHEN IT TAKES
A VACATION.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Say goodbye to the good ol’ days Deans’ decision on housing
signifies a breach of trust

To the Editor:
So it is finally official; in Bates
college's attempt to destroy partying
and having fun on campus, the deans
have closed Milliken house, Wilson
House, and Roger Williams Hall. Say
goodbye to all of the various parties
that the Bill sponsors, the early eight¬
ies party, the Madonna party, to name
a few.
Say goodbye to late night at
Milliken, the tacky party, and the
puddle jump. Say goodbye to the
Wilson house semi-formal. After ex¬
periencing some of the campus wide
parties I can say that the social life at
Bates will be pitiful for my next two
years.
I would like to thank the Deans
(with the exception of Dean Reese) for
being so cowardly to implement a
plan without an open forum on the
housing proposal. It amazes me that
the Deans made the final decision
without consulting the majority of the
student body.
In addition, it is apparent that sig¬
natures of over 600 students means
absolutely nothing to the employees
of these same students. Well, thank
you very much for destroying the so¬
cial scene of Bates College.
I also feel very sorry for the firstyear students that will have to live in
Milliken House. The only reasons
why I live in this house are the good

friends that I reside with. It certainly
isn't the small rooms, faulty showers,
inadequate heating system, or other
imperfections that made me move in.
It seems moronic for a school in
financial trouble to try and make
Milliken into a coed house. For ex¬
ample, the bathrooms aren't in shape
to be co-ed.
With nothing more than a shower
curtain between the toilet and the rest
of the house it is not very private. All
of these problems will have to be fixed
if first-year students will be living
here next year.
Bates college says that it treats all
people the same. This is a blatant lie.
For the numerous males that desire to
live in all-male housing, it is very of¬
fensive to find out that, odds are, we
can't. It also annoys me to find out
from the housing board that women
have to have singles, while males are
stuck in doubles and triples. This
shows me that this school only cares
about the $25,000 that I spend on tu¬
ition.
Well, I guess that my final two
years will be boring and bland. I hope
that the deans are happy about the
course of this school, because I have
realized why many people hate this
school.
Nick Lagemann '95
Milliken House

Student calls for reform of power structure
Continued from Page 8
The arguments given by the deans
are petty at best and completely off
target at worst. Against Milliken
House's attempt to prevent the "dis¬
solution of their residential family,"
they state that Milliken "does not take
into account other locations on cam¬
pus where they may gather." This in¬
dicates the relative unimportance of
location in this dispute.
Yet, as their solution, they would
disband Roger Williams because, in
their opinion, it is the location of an
"alterative life-style grounded in illicit
drug consumption." Here they give
location priority, where previously
they disregard it.
Furthermore, to imply that con¬
version of Roger Williams to an all fe¬
male dormitory will address the drug
use on this campus is ludicrous, and,
in fact, ignores the severity of this is¬
sue.
This residential reordering en¬
acted by the administration sends a

clear message to the students. This
message says that they are in control,
that our opinions are only worthy as
long as we agree with them, and that
they know what is best for us. They
should not be in control, our opinions
are worthy, especially in their diver¬
sity , and the administration most
certainly does not know what is best
for us.
Bates College should, as the salu¬
tation on their letter suggests, be a
community. However, until the ad¬
ministration listens to the student
body and acts in accordance and con¬
junction with their will, this will never
be a community. The residential issue
clearly indicates longstanding prob¬
lems at this college and provides an
opportunity to enact serious, positive
reform of the power structure. Stu¬
dents should control their college, and
it is my hope that soon we will control
Bates College, with the guidance and
full perspective and staff alike.
Grant Bialek '95

Weekly Specials Include:
%mfie t'4

Bud 12pk cans - $6.87
Rolling Rock 6pk bottles - $3.79
Molson 6pk bottles - $3.99
Bush & Bush Light Bar Bottles-$10.99
♦Plus Tax and Redemption

Free Delivery of Kegs and Cases
(Ten Case MINIMUM & 24 hour notice on kegs)
794 Sabattus Street Lewiston, Maine 783-6353

Want your opinion to be known?
Write a letter to The Bates Student

To the Editor:
Something has to be said for tra¬
dition. The Bill was a landmark dur¬
ing my pre-frosh tour through it and
remained so during my 3 1/2 years
here. I must admit that I am not a
regular Bill visitor and (sorry, Jaime)
one reason I came to Bates was to ski.
But I signed the petition to save the
Bill because I found it to represent at
least a part of Bates' character.
Through the (often lengthy) rhetorical
accusations of the administration's
"conspiracy" and personal attacks on
certain members of the Residential
Reorganization Committee, I found
myself being alienated from the "Save
the Bill" crowd. I bought into the as¬
surances that, at least for the admin¬
istration, it was purely a numbers
game.
In the letter outlining the final
plan, however, I realized that it was
not so much a question of numbers as
of perceived responsibility. The Bill's

slightly-less-than-legal intramural ac¬
tivities are clearly the administration's
underlying reasons for curtailing the
"alternative life-style" that is offered
there. This is understandable perhaps
in terms of the legal ramifications for
Bates.
In terms of the Deans' responsi¬
bilities to us, however, passing the
housing reorganization off as a
"numbers game" to hide true inten¬
tions is a breach of trust with those
who take you at your word.
I, for one, might have at least
sympathized with the rationale of
Bates' responsibility to deal with the
use of illegal substances. But laying
this on the table only after the housing
proposal was passed definitely put a
crimp in the administration's cred¬
ibility.
Honesty pays... the low, low price
of $23,000 per year.
Daniel L. Blatt '93

Eating disorders are not humorous
Continued from Page 8
begins to eat properly.
My sister has been battling
anorexia for two years now. She does
not only face her disease at meal
times, but also in every other aspect of
her life. Eating disorders are not only
disruptions in the lives of those who
have the disorders either; they affect
the families and friends of those who
have an eating disorder. I know that
my sister's illness has had a profound
effect on my family in many ways and
I would venture to say that if you
asked my close friends they would tell
you that my sister's eating disorder
has, in some way, had an effect on
them too.
I'll admit that I get a little ob¬
sessed with the issue at times, but it is
one which I take very seriously. I get
disturbed when I start to see women
falling into unhealthy patterns similar
to those I've observed in my sister's
life. It also upsets me to see the images
of women with "perfect" bodies per¬
petuated in society and to observe
women feeling less than whole be¬
cause they fail to live up to these im¬
ages.
I would guess that most women
on this campus have had conversa¬
tions with their friends about their
"imperfect" bodies. I know that I
have. I hear women on this campus
talking about the "imperfection" of
their bodies on a daily basis. The
spring of my sophomore year (when
my sister was diagnosed) I remember
being horrified at hearing a woman in
front of me in the Commons line say
something to the effect of "It doesn't
matter if I don't like what they're
serving in Commons tonight, I could
do with skipping dinner anyway,"
implying the need to lose weight. This
woman was by no means overweight.
I'm sure that I had heard many similar
statements before that point. I may
have even made some myself.
What made the difference that
spring was the fact that I had become
aware of what eating disorders are

and the horrible effects that they can
have on everyone who comes into
contact with them. Just the other day,
as I was walking to class, I heard a
man behind me comment on how he
could get by without eating very
much. He said, jokingly, "Wow! I
could even be an anorexic, maybe that
would make life easier." I realize that
this man was making an uneducated
statement and just trying to be funny.
I would like to think that if he under¬
stood what it means to have an eating
disorder, he never would have made
the joke. I hope that more people will
think before they crack jokes about
eating disorders or make statements
such as the one that I heard in the
Commons line.
Remember that these statements
can be very upsetting to those of us
who have been living with the reality
of eating disorders and although you
might think that what you're saying is
funny at the time, there are many
people who do not see the humor at
all. Please also remember that there
may be people around you who do
have serious problems with food.
These are not problems that can be
solved by simply eating. There is
much more involved, and while mak¬
ing a remark that implies that it is ac¬
ceptable not to eat might seem alright
to you, it is not alright with me or with
many other people who have friends
or family members fighting an eating
disorder, and I'm sure it is not alright
with someone who has a serious
problem with food.
I wish that I could make everyone
who has a problem with food, and/or
body image, talk to someone about it.
I know there's no way I can do that. I
certainly don't mean to lecture anyone
about this issue. My only hope is that
I have at least made some of you more
aware of the presence of eating disor¬
ders and the fact that they are not
something to be treated trivially. I be¬
lieve that there is a serious lack of
awareness about this issue on campus
and I would like to see that change.
Melissa Dyckes '93
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Poems that transcend metaphor: Seamus Heaney reads at Bates
By Tabitha Sparks
Arts Editor
The difference between hearing a
poet read her/his poems and reading
them in a book is like that between
reality and fiction. Seamus Heaney,
the celebrated Irish poet, presented
selections from three decades of his
work last Thursday, to a packed
Schaeffer Theatre. Heaney reduces
poetic tension between the real and
the conceptual by his innocuous style,
in which words achieve the physicality of subject. Traditional themes are
treated with a late-20th century ur¬
gency: he appreciates nature without
complacency or romanticism, he
writes about history and myth with
contemporary significance.
"Keeping Going," which Heaney
wrote for his brother, a farmer in Ire¬
land, faces nature's fertility against
death. Yet the theme of endurance
prevails, discursively and syntacti¬
cally. The title's participle is activated
by its repetition as the last line of the
poem. The cycles of agriculture keep
going apart from any human agency,
as the poem does: its farmers and
readers grow old and die.
Layers of earth are allegorical to
ancestral layers in "Digging." "By
God, the old man could handle a *
spade/just like his old man," he
writes of his father and grandfather.
Heaney separates himself from his
family tree by notating his role of ob¬
server and recorder, one recurrent in
his poems: "Between my finger and
my thumb the squat pen rests/I'll dig
with it."
But Heaney is not always com¬
fortable in his observer's position.
"Punishment" tells of the drowning of
a young girl in a bog, an ancient pen¬
alty for adultery, but also resonates
with the poet's self-punishment.
As Heaney is struck by the beauty and
horror of the preserved corpse, sex
and death diverge and mingle. He
creates
irony
in
nature's

Irish poet Seamus Heaney divides his time between living in Ireland and teaching poetry at Harvard. He gave a reading at Bates last Thursday evening._Chris Comrack photo.
reappropriation of the corpse, pun¬
ished for its very fertility, through
shared imagery of the physical
worlds: "she was a barked sapling/
that is dug up/oak-bone, brain fir¬
kin." No doubt alluding to the politi¬
cal rituals of modern Ireland, which
enable him to "understand the exact/
and tribal, intimate revenge," Heaney
admits that he would have "cast... the
stones of silence" had he witnessed
her death. But his confession is
purged by its entrance into poetry: si¬
lence vocalized is defeated.
Politics is addressed more directly
in "Funeral Rights," written in re¬
sponse to the Ulster uprisings, the ter¬
rorist attacks of the IRA in the 1980s.

Again Heaney observes physical
damage from religious conflicts; again
his sense of futility is soothed by its
expression. His descriptions are not
metaphors, they contact the subjects
themselves. The physical and ideo¬
logical converge in lines about "dough
white hands/shackled in rosary
beads," "the wrists obediently
sloped." When he writes that "as
news comes in/of each neighborly
murder/we pine for ceremony,/ cus¬
tomary rhythms," he separates his
poem from that ceremony. "Funeral
Rights" cannot dignify the IRA bru¬
tality. It simulates rather than de¬
scribes; it is too acute to offer the com¬
fort of epigram.

Hearing him read his poems en¬
dowed them with a factual precision,
inaccessible through the neutrality of
typeface. Lyric poetry and music are
closely enough related that his poems
should be read aloud, sound realizes
their rhythm and meter. Heaney's
textured language replicates the ac¬
tions he writes about, as in "Digging,"
where "the curt cuts of an edge" en¬
acts the force of spade into soil. His
poems exceed passive reflections on
history and myth, nature and politics.
Heaney's is not just a mythopoetic vi¬
sion but a myopic one: his genius is
his nearsightedness. His observation
is so primary that it is tactile, transfer¬
ring subject into material object.

Rescuing e.e. cummings from the canon of the high school English textbook
By Aaron Hunter
Student Correspondent
As history comes and goes, the
popularity of any particular writer is
often susceptible to how yvell her/his
writings maintain an immediacy to
the present, one that allows what they
are saying to remain, or regain, an
importance. It seems as if some writ¬
ers are always a part of the "canon,"
regardless of how applicable their
importance is.
For instance,
Shakespeare continues to hold a cen¬
tral place in English literature, even
though there is often debate over how
"great" he really was: it is as if he is
inescapable. The popularity of some
writers fades in and out over time—
someone who was very popular dur¬
ing the age in which they were writing
may be practically unheard of now.
A poet who, while not entirely
forgotten, is often overlooked today is
e.e. cummings. I find this a tragedy of
the highest degree and call on every
reader to re-think any and all miscon¬

ceptions that may be held about this
magnificent poet. It seems to me that,
these days, cummings has been re¬
duced to the status of a high school
level poet who is studied for his
uniqueness and then is left behind.
One might think that, yeah, he has a
unique style, and, sure, his grip on
language is firm, but all he writes
about is love, kisses, flowers, and
spring with a little pacifism thrown in.
But cummings' poetry cannot be
discarded so quickly and easily. More
than just possessing a firm grip on
language, he has a mastery over it
which enables him to control the pace
and feel of a poem in such a way that
the reader has little work to do but
jump on for the ride. In the forward to
his volume, "is 5," he discusses what
he calls his "theory of technique,"
saying that he "can express this theory
in 15 words, by quoting the Eternal
Question And Immortal Answer of
burlesque, viz. 'Would you hit a
woman with a child? No, I'd hit her
with a brick.' Like the burlesque co¬

median, I am abnormally fond of that
precision which creates movement."
cummings has such mastery over
the verb and the language with which
to adorn and emphasize it that many
non-verbs in his poetry take on an ac¬
tion of their own. For instance, in the
poem "she being Brand" he is able to
so delicately control the pace of the
poem that the reader can almost feel
the experience that he is describing as
it happens.
To fully appreciate this, one has to
move beyond the misconception that
cummings' techniques are cutesy de¬
vices used for some kind of initial ef¬
fect or shock value. He is a lyric poet,
and the manner in which he writes has
everything to do with that. His de¬
emphasis of the importance of par¬
ticular words or even particular
modes of writing, allows his poetry to
breathe and come to life as more than
just words on a page—they become
expressions of feelings, ideas, and be¬
liefs that speak for themselves, not as
the particular poems that contain

[artscoujm*G|
them.
The subjects that cummings
chooses to write about are often la¬
beled trite, but this is insulting, and
only typical of an age as cynical as
today's. But it is this cynicism which
makes his message even more impor¬
tant in a world that desperately needs
some light. When he writes about
love and spring and peace, he does so
with a conviction that is not in our in¬
terest to ignore. His belief in these
things is fueled by his belief in the
imagination and its power to affect
life, as he says in the same forward to
"is 5": "Ineluctable preoccupation
with The Verb gives a poet one price¬
less advantage: whereas nonmakers
must content themselves with the
merely undeniable fact that two times
two is four, he rejoices in a purely irContinued on Page 15, Column 2
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Student art exhibit presents range of mediums
By Demi Greatorex
Student Correspondent
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In an attempt to provide student
art with more public exposure, the
Bates Arts Society and the Field
Mouse Logic Den sponsored the Great
American Cheese Doodle Student Art
Festival last Thursday. Students, fac¬
ulty, and deans assembled on the sec¬
ond floor of the Olin Fine Arts Build¬
ing to view a broad range of student
art in a casual atmosphere. The ex¬
hibit incorporated the works of nu¬
merous independent student artists as
well as presentations from the Draw¬
ing I and Watercolor classes.
The one-night exhibit reflected a
diverse range of media. Watercolor
and oil paintings were interspersed
with drawings, collage, pottery, jew¬
elry, sculpture, photography and
etchings. The event also featured a
musical performance by a student jazz
ensemble.
All of the pieces shown demon¬
strated a great deal of creativity, in¬
cluding Colleen Kaman's '95 hanging
"goat" sculpture, constructed by vari¬
ous machine parts. Wire mesh, pho¬
tographs, negatives, poems, and other
materials comprised a collage by Jim
Ratcliffe '95. Julie Morrison '93 dis¬
played a fantastic mask of paper
mache. Morrison, a studio art major,
is currently working with masks for
her senior thesis, but she also showed
a vivid and colorful abstract oil, en¬
titled "Stomach #1."

The Arts Society and the Field Mouse Logic Den hosted the second student
art exhibit of the year last Thursday night.
Alexis Gentile photo.
Ahmad Azadi '94 provided one of
the more controversial pieces, called
"Dot Your I's." This piece arranged
men's and women's underwear on a
colorful collage background adorned
with condoms, locks and keys, gloves,
and coins. Azadi also displayed sev¬
eral large abstract paintings as well as
a striking charcoal and pencil mural
study of six figures.
Coordinator of the evening's
events, Lyn Francoeur '93, summed
up the purpose of the exhibit. "We're
trying to do different programs and
this is one in a series of student art ex¬

hibits attempting to bring awareness
to the campus," stated Francoeur.
Francoeur pointed out the aware¬
ness of student art on campus has
previously been limited to the annual
studio art thesis exhibit.
Pleased with the turn out of last
Thursday's event, Francoeur also ex¬
pressed the Art Society's interest in
attracting an even more diverse crowd
to the next student show, which may
include performance artists as well.
Although there will not be another
student art festival this semester, ten¬
tative plans for an exhibit during
Short Term are in the works.

‘The Crying Game” held together by violence
By Prashant Gopal
Staff Reporter

2nd Annual
JAGEREACE
Contest at
The
Cage
on
Saturday
March 13
8pm
Come
challenge last
year’s cham¬
pion Rony
I, a guerre as
he
defends his
crown.

From the onset, I must admit that,
inescapably, this review will be vague.
A discussion of any significant plot
issue in "The Crying Game" unfortu¬
nately reveals too much of the story7s
surprise. Thus as a conscientious
movie reviewer, always fair to both
movie maker and viewer, I will "tip
toe" around "surprises."
Much of these difficulties result
from the odd nature of the film, itself.
"The Crying Game" is "slippery"—it
is a movie that both embraces con¬
vention and liberates itself from it.
Yet, apparently, director Neil Jordan
escapes self-consciousness as his film
shifts freely between genres: political
drama, buddy film, "David Lynch"
love story, and thriller. Only a brutal,
unsettling strain of violence threads
the seemingly discordant aspects.
The story centers on Fergus
(Stephen Rea), an Irish Republican
Army terrorist. Fie is certainly loyal to
the cause, until his compassion ulti¬
mately overpowers his political alle¬
giance, forcing a dangerous rift be¬
tween himself and his compatriots.
When assigned to guard Jody (Forest
Whitakef), a highly intelligent, witty
hostage, he is mesmerized by Jody's
good nature and irresistible sense of
humor. Fergus becomes good friends
with a man that he will probably be
commanded to kill.

[MOVIEREJgEWJ

'THE
CRYING GAME"
***112
Starring: Forester Whitaker,
Stephan Rea, Jaye Davidson.
Directed by: Neil Jordan

The film follows him from the IRA
camp to his exile in England, where he
desperately attempts to escape his
past. The remainder of the movie
centers on his love affair with Dill
(Jaye Davidson), an attractive hair¬
dresser, who is also a singer at "The
Metro," a bizarre underground bar.
After hearing this hauntingly seduc¬
tive woman sing the film's title song,
Fergus falls for her. The film turns
melodramatic; Dill's life is threatened
by the IRA and Fergus' new "civilian"
life and his former career clash omi¬
nously.
The acting in "The Crying Game"
is, without exception, excellent. For¬
est Whitaker (Jody) is especially good
in the film's opening segment, and
Davidson, a first time actor, is con¬
vincing as the troubled Dill. But it is
Stephen Rea (Fergus) with his expres-

sive eyes and caring smile that carries
the story through its phases.
In general, the screen play (also by
Neil Jordan) is original, and it takes
some bold chances testing the bound¬
aries of love and challenging tradi¬
tional Hollywood norms. With all this
said, the various parts of the story do
not naturally flow, though Jordan is
careful to present us with believable
connections. Yet his attempts to hold
the eclectic film together don't always
work: the repetition of the tale about
the frog who helped the scorpion to
cross the river sounds particularly
forced at the film's close.
"The Crying Game" opened late
last year, but it has been re-released in
conjunction with its nomination for
Best Picture. Take advantage of this
opportunity to see it. I believe that
"The Crying Game" is a fine film, one
that will provoke much important
thought, and discussion, but clearly,
it not of the caliber of the other pic¬
tures nominated in the Best Picture
category (especially "Unforgiven"
and "Husbands and Wives"). The in¬
teresting aspects of the film are un¬
fortunately balanced with a fair
amount of cliche. The current joke
about "The Crying Game" is indeed
unfair, but there is some truth to it:
What is the big secret of "The Crying
Game?" It is overrated!

Write Arts for The Bates Student.
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*The Culinary Arts*

Arts
Calendar

Are you tired of eating cereal and
bagels? Commons, as you may not
know, is a hidden haven for the
frugal gourmet. Below are some al¬
ternative menu ideas provided by se¬
niors Barrie Pendergast, Stacy
Sherwat, and John Carlisle.

Theater production,
"Goin' a Buffalo." AfricanAmerican playwright Ed
Bullins' drama of lives be¬
trayed by drugs and dreams.
Directed by William Pope.L of
the Bates theater faculty. Fri¬
day, Saturday, and Sunday at 8
p.m., 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Gannett Theatre, reservations
x6161. $4/$2.

M:

Triscuits and Cheese
Cover full size plate with single layer
of triscuits. Break cheese into small
squares, cover triscuits, and microwave. Add sliced black olives/per
biscuit if available.
Steamed Broccoli
Get raw broccoli from salad bar. Put
in salad bowl with an inch of water,
coyer the bowl with another one and
microwave.

Filmboard presents "9 1/2
Weeks," starring Kim
Basinger and Mickey Rourke,
directed by Adrian Lyne.
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
at 7 and 9:30 p.m., Olin 104. $2.

Guitar virtuoso Gene
Bertoncini, the "Segovia of
Jazz," joined by string bass
player Ben Street, for an eclec¬
tic blend of jazz, classical, and
bossa nova styles. Friday
March 5, Olin Concert Hall.
Reservations x6135. $8/$4.

Traditional New England
contra dancing featuring
Uncle Gizmo, a band from
Boston, with guest caller Steve
Zakon of New Hampshire.
Friday March 5,8:30 p.m. in
Chase Hall Lounge. $4/$2.

Music and dancing from
the Philipines, by Bostonbased youth ensemble
Iskwelahang Pilipino
Rondallo. Saturday, March 6,
Olin Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

Cranberry Spritzer
Fill glass completely with ice, add 4
parts seltzer and 1 part cranberry
(seltzer is the side lever on the Dr.
Pepper).

Gene Bertoncini, "the Segovia of Jazz," plays on Friday evening with string
bass player Ben Street, in a concert that merges jazz arid classical styles.
Chris Smither, dubbed by Bonnie Raitt as "my Eric Clapton," is slated for
Sunday, March 7. (See Arts Calendar for details).
News Bureau Photo.

Bean's Chocolate Ice Crake
Get chocolate cake, cut frosting off
and give it to Christopher Dennis '94.
Get bowl from salad bar, fill half-way
with chocolate ice milk. Crumble cake
into ice milk and blend with fork.

Rescuing e.e.
cummings

We’vefound the hottestplaces—
at the lowestprices

Continued from Page 13
resistible truth (to be found, in abbre¬
viated costume, upon the title page of
the present volume)."
I encourage all of you who believe
that cummings has no part in your
life, as well as those of you who
haven't had the luck to have him there
yet, to go (re)discover him. With a
little effort on your part you will find
a beauty that you may not have
known existed, and you will be more
than a little surprised and extremely
happy that you did so.

Folk, rock and blues
concert by guitarist, singer,
and songwriter Chris Smithers.
Sunday, March 6, Olin Concert
Hall, 8 p.m. Reservations
x6135. $2.

Noonday concert: a pro¬
gram of chamber music by
English baroque composers
Purcell and Jenkins, performed
by violinist Greg Boardman,
harpsichordist Mark Howard,
and viola da gambist John
Kramer'95. Tuesday, March 9,
Olin Concert Hall, 12:30 p.m.
Free.
Continued next column

Please recycle!

Lecture/Recital: "Duke
Ellington as Pianist."
Pianist Mark Tucker of the
Columbia Music Faculty will
demonstrate and discuss
Ellington's keyboard music,
and his achievements as com¬
poser and piano stylist. Recep¬
tion will follow. Thursday,
March 11, Olin Concert Hall,
7:30 p.m. Free.

• Germany, Austria & Switzerland • Greece & Turkey
• Israel & Egypt • Spain & Portugal • London • Paris • Rome
• Mexico • U.S.A. • New York City • Washington, D.C.
• Pacific Northwest, Western Canada & Alaska
• California & Hawaii
Let’s Go, Inc.
A SUBSIDIARY OF HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES. INC.
St. Martin’s Press

It’s thesis time:

Be kind to seniors!
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Ferdinando walks with two games remaining
By Evan Silverman
Staff Reporter

|M. BASKETBALL|

In a season marked by the abnor¬
mal, perhaps it is only natural that the
culminating events of the year for the
men's basketball team were not ex¬
actly normal.
Leaving his teammates with two
games left to play, leading scorer and
tri-captain Keith Ferdinando '93
blasted his coach and bolted practice
last week in an act designed, "to do
something for the future of the pro¬
gram." And while no one will deny
that Ferdinando's move sent
shockwaves throughout Alumni
Gymnasium, questions remain about
his actions.
"I was disappointed," said tri¬
captain Chris Duffy '94. "I don't think
it was an easy situation for either
Ferdinando or Coach. But I'm not one
to judge; it certainly was no surprise."
"I didn't appreciate it," said Brad
Whipple '95. "He did what he felt he
had to do."

"I wanted to make a statement,"
said Ferdinando. "It was a culmina¬
tion of events throughout the season
that I didn't feel were fair to the play¬
ers—especially me. I quit the team
basically because of coach's inability
to relate with his players. I think it
stems from the fact that he never
played college basketball and he
doesn't know what a player-coach re¬
lationship should be like. I firmly be¬
lieve that with the right coach we
would have had a winning season."
Undeniably, Ferdinando and
Coach Johnson held differing views
about the role of the tri-captain
throughout the season, but Coach
Johnson makes no apologies for his
actions.
"It was unfortunate that he made
that decision, but it was his choice,"
said Coach Johnson. "I tried to be as
fair as I could with everyone on the
team."
Lost in the off-court shuffle,
ironically, was the Bobcats' improved
play on the court, where a young
Bates team posted a 6-3 record to fin¬
ish the season at 10-14. With a firstyear student, sophomore, and three
juniors starting, Bates thrashed Con¬
necticut College 90-73 in enemy terri¬
tory last Saturday.
"We played a great game," said
Duffy. "We moved the ball well and
played unselfishly."
Despite a season ending loss to
Colby 79-67, the Bobcats gained
newfound confidence and excitement
for next year.
"The thing that's most encourag¬
ing to me is that everyone who's re¬
turning is really excited about the
prospects of the future," said Coach
Johnson. "We've really identified a
group of people who really want to
commit to excellence."
Echoing his statement with ac¬
tions, the Bobcats began their off-sea¬
son weight training program on
Monday, only six days after their sea¬
son ended.

"I quit the team basically
because of coach's
inability to relate with his
players.... I firmly believe
that with the right coach
we would have had a
winning season."
Keith Ferdinando '93
former mens basketball player
In a feud that spanned the entire
season, Ferdinando finally erupted
last Thursday when he disapproved
of Coach Johnson's decision not to
start him and Rony Laguerre '93, both
of whose play was lagging as a result
of ankle injuries suffered against
Norwich University. Told to skip
practice and rest his ankle,
Ferdinando confronted Coach John¬
son during the middle of practice,
unleashing a wave of insults and
criticisms in front of the entire team.

Keith Ferdinando '93, the 18th player in Bates history to score 1,000 points,
blasted Coach Johnson and quit the team last week.
File photo.
"The motivation level is very
high," said Duffy. "I think our attitude
is completely turned around from the
beginning of the season."

REBOUNDS
Ross Morceau '94 tallied six
blocks against Norwich University to
tie Dave Larrivee atop the list of all-

time Bobcats with most blocks in a
game ... Laguerre (15.9 ppg, 6.2 rpg)
and Adam Piandes '96 (7.8 ppg) are
among those nominated for NESCAC
all-star and rookie of the year honors,
respectively . .. Bates travels to Cali¬
fornia during winter break next sea¬
son to challenge Pomona-Pitzer, as
well as two highly-touted NAIA
teams.

Bobcats swim well at New England Dlv. Ill Championships
By Evan Silverman
Staff Reporter
Coach Dana Mulholland is up to
his old tricks again.
Four seasons after leading the
Lewiston High School boys' swim
team to a second-place finish in the
Southwestern Maine Athletic Asso¬
ciation, Mulholland continues to make
waves in Lewiston—only this time it's
with the women of Bates College.
Mulholland's Bobcat women's
team placed ninth out of a field of 29
teams at last weekend's New England
Division III Swimming and Diving
Championships, marking the third
consecutive year that Bates has fin¬
ished among the top 10 teams in New
England.
"I'm really excited and very
pleased with how things went this
/ear and how they're shaping up for
the future," said Mulholland, who

The women's swimming team finished ninth out of 29 teams last weekend in
the Div. Ill Swimming and Diving Championships.
Alexis Gentile photoserved as boys' head swim coach at
The Bobcats displayed tremenLewiston High School from 1974-1988.
dous depth at the Championships,
"It was a very successful year."
placing among the top eight teams in

all five relays for the second year in a
row. Co-captains Katie Moran '93 and
Tara Schaffer '93 combined with J.J.
Lewy '94 and Karen Tagliaferro '94 to
finish fifth in the 800-yard freestyle
event with a time of 8:10.53. Bates fin¬
ished sixth in the 400-yard freestyle
and seventh in the 200-yard freestyle
races.
Mulholland, who coached three
individual state champions at
Lewiston, also oversaw his fair share
of outstanding individual perfor¬
mances last weekend. Moran quali¬
fied for the NCAA Division III Swim¬
ming and Diving Championships to
be held next weekend at Emory Uni¬
versity, placing seventh and fifth in
the 200- and 400-yard individual
Continued on Page 18, Column 4
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Six skiers qualify for N.C.A.A. Nationals in Colorado
By Matt Deane
Staff Reporter
"Ecstatic" is the word that head
coach Tim LaVallee used to describe
his feelings about the recent success of
the Bates ski team. LaVallee is jubilant
over his team's performance this past
weekend as well as the fact that Bates
College will be sending six skiers to
the NCAA Championships in Steam¬
boat Springs, Colorado.
The EISA Championships last
weekend at Middlebury, Vermont
provided many highlights and capped
off a great season for the men's and
women's ski teams. This year's team
had to overcome a lot of adversity, but
they persevered and had one of the
most productive seasons in school
history.
In the EISA Championships, the
women finished sixth and the men
finished seventh, but LaVallee feels
that this doesn't even begin to tell the
story of what occurred.- LaVallee
stated, "this weekend and the week¬
end before it were the best in Bates
skiing history." One major reason
was the performance of the women's
alpine team. In an 18 team field, they
finished fourth which was the, "best
team finish as a group all year." The
three top women finishers have con¬
sistently been turning in good results
all season. Sophomore Alison Stout
finished 9th, followed closely by
classmate Kate Drummond '95 and
Ewa Karazim '94. All three will be

participating in the NCAA Champi¬
onships.
The women came through once
again in the nordic events. In the 15
Km race, the senior tandem of captain
Laurel Stone, Anna Louise Englund
and Kristy Gould took 13th, 15th and
16th places respectively. Propelled by
this group, the women's nordic team
was able to secure 6th place, a great
result according to LaVallee. Stone
will be one of two nordic skiers at the
NCAA's representing the college.
LaVallee was extremely proud of
the effort put forth by the men's

The captain of the men's nordic
squad, Reid Lutter '93, had already
qualified for the nationals in a previ¬
ous meet and had set his goal on
helping Sudduth to qualify. Once
again though, misfortune‘befell a
Bates skier as Lutter's ski broke, ne¬
cessitating replacement. Lutter en¬
tered the woods dead last after the
scramble, but through his determina¬
tion was able to finish in 27th place.
LaVallee noted, "I've never seen him
work as hard. It was unbelievable."
Brent Radcliffe '95 skied the best
races of his life, according to LaVallee.

nordic team as well. According to
their coach, "the Williams Carnival
and this past meet at Middlebury
were unequaled performances. They
ran so hard and so well."
Going into this qualifying meet,
two men's nordic members were
likely to represent Bates at the nation¬
als. An unfortunate accident pre¬
vented one from achieving this goal.
Senior Matt Sudduth broke one of his
pole's during the race and was forced
to replace it. Sudduth never recov¬
ered the time he lost from this equip¬
ment failure. LaVallee feels that he
would have qualified if not for this
unfortunate mishap.

The coach feels that he has unbeliev¬
able future potential.
On the men's alpine side, John
Sawyer '95 was a true standout. He
has finished in the top ten several
times this year. Sawyer's most recent
display of skiing excellence was a 4th
place finish at the EISA Champion¬
ships, an impressive showing consid¬
ering the competition he faced. The
remaining top five finishers contained
former U.S. ski team members. Ac¬
cording to LaVallee, "John came into
our program as an unknown. He is
now dealing with the fact that he is a
great ski racer and is getting used to
belonging in the top five. He is an All-

Semester at Sea*

SKIING

|

American candidate." Sawyer will at¬
tempt to prove his coach correct as he
joins the list of Bates skiers attending
the Nationals.
In the past, the most skiers that
Bates has sent to this prestigious event
has been three. This year, the Bobcats
will be sending a record six skiers to
Steamboat Springs, known world over
for its champagne powder.
Bates is also sending five skiers to the
USSA Junior Olympics, generally
geared towards 17 and 18 year olds.
Radcliffe will represent the East in the
nordic events. Jessica Cornwall '96,
James Ippolito '96, Clovis Young '96
and Mark Peabody '96 will ski for the
alpine side.
LaVallee is proud of the team's
ability to overcome adversity this
year. He admits that they brought it
upon themselves and that the team
has been on the, "threshold of selfdestruction." Due to the suspension
of several team members, the nordic
squad lost a whole weekend during
the season. They worked hard to
overcome this setback though, putting
together some excellent results at the
end of the season.
LaVallee believes that, "when
they look back at these times, I hope
some good comes out of it. What we
do is an extension of the classroom. In
that context, some quality learning has
gone on."

L.A. Pizzeria
& Restaurant
Serving The Best Pizza in
the Lewiston-Auburn Area

Eat In, Take Out, or call for

Express Delivery!
Open Everyday 11am to
Midnight & Friday
& Saturday until 2 am.

786-2020
NOW OPEN!

A Voyage of Discovery
Come take a walk around our global village sailing around the world on the
Semester at Sea Program offered each fall and spring semester. You'll give and
take classes aboard the American built SS Universe with 500 hundred students
and a distinguished group of faculty from across the country and abroad coordi¬
nated with field work and traveling ten different countries. The liberal arts
curriculum offers over fifty upper and lower division courses in some twenty
major disciplines.
A Semester At Sea representative will be available to talk about the program on

Monday March 8 between 12 - 2 pm in Chase Lounge
Fall Voyage Itinerary: Japan, China, Taiwan, Malaysia, India, Egypt, Israel,
Ukraine, Turkey, Morocco.
Spring Voyage Itinerary: Venezuela, Brazil, South Africa, Kenya, India,
Malaysia, Philipines, Japan, China, Hong Kong
For More Information Call
The Institute for Shipboard Education at 1-800-854-0195

* Spirit.

49 Main Street 786-2020
Where Atmosphere is
Everything

Coming in March
Wednesdays - Bates “Hump
Day” Beer & Pizza Specials.
Show Your ID & Let the
Weekend Begin
Thursdays - Open Mic NighT
with R.J. Bluz
Friday Night Live
Entertainment
with Fat Aice Trio on March 6
KEKO Vigue on March 12 & 13
Let it Roll on March 19 & 20
Doug Crate on March 26 & 27
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Mules hand Bobcats a loss in season finale
By Dan Wright
Student Correspondent
On Wednesday, February 24, the
women's basketball season came to
a close with a disappointing loss to
Colby. The game marked the end of
two outstanding careers as co-captains Julie Ludden '93 and Antoinette
Kenmuir-Evans '93 will be graduating
this May. They leave behind a legacy
of hard work and improvement,
which should help the team in up¬
coming years.
The 70-63 loss to Colby was the
fifth in a row for Bates, who ended
the season with a 9-13 record. As she
did for most of the season, Ludden led
the team in scoring with 19 points.
Kenmuir-Evans also had a strong
game tallying 13 points and 4 re¬
bounds. Karin Tanona '94 pulled
down 12 boards to lead the team
against the Mules. She also bagged 10
points. The 'Cats fell behind in the
first half 39-32 and were unable to re¬
gain control in the second half. On the
positive side, Bates held their own
with Colby on the boards, grabbing
—- only one less rebound for the game.
Even though the season ended on
a down note, the team performed bet¬
ter than expected. Under rookie head
coach Marti Kingsley, Bates rushed off
to a 7-3 record. Despite struggling in
conference play, they still racked up
four more wins than last year's team.
Some season highlights included
winning consolations at the Hartwick
Tournament along with a runner-up
finish at the Smith Invitational. At the
Smith Invitational, Ludden and
Kenmuir-Evans were named to the
All-Toumament team.
The backcourt duo of Ludden and
Kenmuir-Evans led the team all sea¬
son. They averaged a team high 16.6
and 14.3 points respectively.
Kenmuir-Evans also pulled down
over five rebounds a game. Up front,
the team received support from a
multitude of players. Most notable
was new-student Cindy Dale, who led

Antoinette Kenmuir-Evans '93 closed out her impressive Bates career with 777
points. She led the Bobcats in scoring during the '91/'92 season. File photo.
the team with seven rebounds a game.
Fellow first-year student Colleen
Matlen was also a force, averaging 8.7
points to go along with 5.6 rebounds.
Although she missed three games
with an injury, starting center Karin
Tanona gave Bates help on both ends
of the floor. To go along with her

tough inside defense, Tanona pro¬
vided the team with both rebounds
and points.
The team is optimistic about next
season's chances.
Ludden and
Kenmuir-Evans were the only two se¬
niors on the team. Three-year starter
Tanona is one of three juniors coming

back next year. The others are Amy
Brunner and Aliscia Tuohey.
Playing her first year of varsity
basketball at Bates, Stephanie Garstka
'95 is expected to contribute heavily to
next year's team. She was recently
honored by the team as the most valu¬
able first-year player. Since Ludden
and Kenmuir-Evans logged most of
the time at the guard spots, these po¬
sitions are up for grabs. While both
Brunner and Garstka can play guard,
look for new-student Dianna Devlin
to take over the point. She found
playing time in all 22 games, averag¬
ing over three points per game along
with a total of 21 assists in limited
time.
Pulling down rebounds will be a
key factor next season. Bates' oppo¬
nents grabbed four more boards a
game on average. Lack of size is one
reason the Bobcats had trouble getting
the ball. The 'Cats tried to make up for
this size deficiency with aggressive
play, which often ended up in fouls.
A Bates player fouled out of a game 17
times this year. The fast break along
with conditioning are two other fac¬
tors the team hopes
to improve upon.
When Kenmuir-Evans and
Ludden walked off the court for the
last time, they left behind huge foot¬
steps that need to be filled. In only
three years of varsity play, Ludden
has shown dramatic improvement in
every aspect of the game. She peaked
this year, leading the team in points,
steals, and assists. During a game
against Bowdoin, she set the record
for most steals in a game with 10.
Kenmuir-Evans also got better
with age. This was her best shooting
year to date with a team high .409
shooting percentage. She also had her
highest point total, scoring almost 100
more points this season than last.
Both players' leadership on and off
the court will be missed by teammates
and coaches alike.

Swimmers
dive into
championships
Continued from Page 16
medleys respectively. She also will
compete in the 100-yard freestyle
competition.
"I think there's a good chance
she'll place in the top 16," making her
an All-American, said Mulholland.
Among other highlights, Kristen
Souweine '95 shattered the all-time
Bates record in the one-meter dive
with a score of 315.20 points, while
Tama Miyake '95 broke two all-time
records in the 50- and 100-yard backstroke races with times of :29.33 and
1:03.96.
"There were tons of personal
bests," added Mulholland. "We had
quality kids in all the different
events."
Under the tutelage of Coach
Mulholland, history apparently re¬
peats itself among Lewiston swim
teams.
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STATISTICS
M. BASKETBALL (10-14)

R W. BASKETBALL

(9-13)

1992-1993 Final Cumulative Statistics

1992-1993 Final Cumulative Statistics

Name
Laguerre
Morceau
Whipple
Piandes
O'Bryan
Duffy
Hanley
Lowe
Smith
Pavlic

Name
Ludden

£ IG% ETS. EEC A

23
23
24
24
23
23
19
19
24
15
Montgomery 10
Ford
9
Others
23

Totals

.549
.484
.545
.460
.410
.485
.476
.480
.357
.333
.250
.000
.464

24 .479

PEG

.640
.717
.780
.840
.605
.793
.556
.462
.778
.750
1.000

6.2
3.2
4.1
1.2
2.0
2.6
0.9
1.3
0.9
0.5
0.3

70 15.9
13 8.7
30 8.5
65 7.8
84 7.7
50 7.2
13 1.6
3
1.6
16 1.5
3
1.3
0
0.6

.000

0.2

0

0.0

.745

4.4

98

18.4

.715

30.8

445 76.8

M. SQUASH

Matlen
Garstka
Dale
Tanona
Brunner
Devlin
Tuohey
Ogata
Widmer
Graves
Totals

22 .367

Kermiuir-Evans

(12-11)

LAST WEEKEND'S MATCHES
NISRA Team Tournament
Princeton

at

Bates 5, Stonybrook 4
Match Results: 1. Bray (B) d. Winokur
3-2; 2. Appel (S) d. Redmond 3-1; 3. Bukari
(S) d. Schulman 3-0; 4. Silverson (B) d. Dick
3-2; 5. Sonne (B) d. Irshad 3-2; 6. Marvel (B)
d. Shap 3-0; 7. Andres (S) d. Nichols 3-2; 8.
Medeiros (B) d. Curille 3-2; 9. Zuccaro (B)
d. Subramanian 3-1.
U. California 8, Bates 1
Match Results: 1. Wirsching (UC) d.
Bray 3-0; 2. Kohles (UC) d. Redmond 3-1;
3. McGibbon (UC) d. Schulman 3-0; 4.
Janson (UC) d. Silverson 3-0; 5. Mackewicz
d. Sonne 3-1; 6. Simpson (UC) d. Marvel 32; 7. Williams (UC) d. Nichols 3-1; 8. Park
(UC) d. Medeiros 3-0; 9. Zuccaro (B) d. Lee
3-0.
Tufts 6, Bates 3
Match Results: 1. Bray (B) d. Briggs 30; 2. Hogan (T) d. Redmond 3-0; 3. Myers
(T) d. Schulman 3-1; 4. Wiseman (T) d.
Silverson 3-2; 5. Szlapak (T) d. Sonne 3-1; 6.
Marvel (B) d. Vonderwense 3-1; 7.
McKenna (T) d. Nichols 3-1; 8. Tittman (Y)
d. Meideros 3-2; 9. Hong (T) d. Zuccaro 3-

2.

W. SQUASH
THIS WEEKEND'S MATCH
USWISRA Tournament at Trinity

HOME
AWAY
MEN'S
SWIMMING

FRI.
3/5

SAT.
3/6

SUN.
3/7

WOMEN’S
SQUASH
MEN’S
TRACK
WOMEN’S
TRACK
SKIING

.618

42.9

A

PPG

69
62
12
31
16
17
25
21
11
0

1 6.6
14.3
8.7
6.6
6.1
5.1
4.0
3.4
2.2
0.8

1
0

1.0
0.2

254 66.5

W. SWIMMING
LAST WEEKEND'S MEET
New England Championship
Bates Results:
200 Freestyle: 7. Coes, Tagliaferro,
Lewy, Sawyer 1:44.05.
400 Medley: 8. Miyake, Rowley,
Milkey, Moran 4:13.30.
200 Medley: 8. Miyake, Rowley,
Milkey, Coes 1:56.62.
800 Freestyle: 5. Moran, Schaffer,
Tagliaferro, Lewy 8:10.53.
400 Freestyle: 6. Moran, Sawyer,
Coes, Lewy 3:45.77.
500 Freestyle: 6. Moran 5.T6.26; 16.
Tagliaferro.
100 Butterfly: 21. Milkey 1:03.82.
50 Breaststroke: 20. Lewy 33.93; 21.
Rowley 33.95.
200 Backstroke: 23. Miyake 2:20.89.
50 Freestyle: 18. Coes 25.99; 23. Saw¬
yer 26.53.
200 Individual Medley: 7. Moran
2:14.02; 13. Schaffer 2:18.43; 17. Coes
2:19.44.
400 Individual Medley: 5. Moran
4:42.96; 11. Schaffer 4:51.00.
200 Freestyle: 18. Lewy 2:01.75; 23.
Tagliaferro 2:04.83.
100 Backstroke: 17. Miyake 1:03.96;
18. Whitten 1:04.42; 22. Coes 1:05.77.
100 Breaststroke: 15. Schaffer 1:11.98;
20. Rowley 1:12.45.
1 Meter Diving: 12. Souweine 315.20;
21. Rice 279.15.
100 Freestyle: 17. Lewy 55.92.
50 Backstroke: 7. Miyake 29.33; 21.
Record 30.57; 23. Whitten 30.81.

MON.
3/8

TUE.
3/9

WED.
3/10

W. TRACK

FEBRUARY 25th MEET
Colby Invitational
Team Scores: Colby 93, Bates 92.
Long Jump: 1. Bassett (B) 15'6"; 2.
Hews (C) 15'5.75"; 3. Ehlers (C) 15’2".
20 lb Weight: 1. Lorenzen (C) 42'; 2.
Legrand (C) 39'6.5"; 3. Holmes (B) 38' 7.5".
High Jump: 1. Orr (B) 4'H"; 2.
Yablonski (B) 4'9"; 3. Eich (B) 4'9”.
5,000:1. Hale (C) 19:48.3; 2. Ward (B)
20:11.8; 3. Burditt (C) 21:20.8.
4x200: 1. Colby 1:54.16; 2. Bates
1:57.55.
Shot Put: 1. Holmes (B) 31'10.5"; 2.
Legrand (C) 31'6"; 3. Lorenzen (C)
28'11.75".
1500: 1. Messier (C) 5:04.16; 2.
Auchenbach (B) 5:21.16; 3. Lane (B) 5:26.44.
Triple Jump: 1. Bassett (B) 32'9.5"; 2.
Kessler (B) 31T0.5"; 3. Parady (C) 30'11”.
600:1. Hartshorn (C) 1:40.66; 2. Orr (B)
1:50.69; 3. Segal (B) 1:53.71.
55 Hurdles: 1. Garard (C) 9.41; 2.
Frazier (B) 9.42; 3. Hews (C) 9.43.
400:1. Tilton (B) 1:04.13; 2. Legrand
(C) 1:04.49; 3. Stinchfield (B) 1:08.26.
55:1. Curtis (C) 7.88; 2. Orr (B) 8.00; 3.
Holmes (B) 8.01.
800:1. Ascenso (C) 2:27.41; 2. White
(B) 2:29.31; 3. Spooner (C) 2:33.59.
1,000: 1. Auchenbach (B) 3:25.44; 2.
Orr (B) 3:28.94; 3. Tilton (B) 3:33.98.
200:1. Holmes (B) 28.76; 2. Nelson (C)
29.05; 3. Ehlers (0 29.06.
3,000: 1. Severance (C) 10:25.0; 2.
Hartshorn (C) 11:02; 3. White (B) 11:04.7.
4x400:1. Bates 4:16.7; 2. Colby 4:16.77.
4x800: 1. Colby 10:19.44; 2. Bates
10:53.01.

1
Orphan Annie's
Antique & Curio Shop
has

EXPANDED
We've doubled the size of our showroom
and have added vintage home
furnishings to our list of collectibles!

Come in before the ne\t party for
jezvelry, clothing, hats, or other
accessories. ‘Everything available
from tacky and funky to elegant
and stylish.

LAST WEEKEND'S MEET
Open N.E. @ Rhode Island
TOMORROW'S MEET
ECAC Championships

M. TRACK

^ Stop in and see us today!

LAST WEEKENDS MEET
Open New Englands at B.U.

96 Court Street •
Auburn • 782-0638
Open Mon.-Sat 10-5 &
Sunday 12-5

SATURDAY'S MEET
ECAC Championship at Bowdoin

THU.
3/11

New Englamd Championship
at Williams
NCAA
Championship
at
Emory Univ.

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING
MEN'S
SQUASH

FG% FT% RPG
.374 .728 3.1
.409 .617 5.3
.407 .673 5.6
.405 .471 5.2
.339 .615 7.0
.323 .567 5.4
.291
.481 3.9
.317 .553 0.5
.258 .913 2.2
.272 .000 0.6
.273 .000 1.2
.166 .000 1.2

£
22
22
22
22
22
19
22
22
17
7
6
11

m

NISRA Individual Tournament
at Annapolis, MD

Summer at
Braudels
University
Liberal Arts

USWISRA Tournament
at Trinity College

Premedical Sciences
Near Eastern
and Judaic Studies

ECAC
Championship
at Bowdoin

Foreign Languages:
intensive, on-campus
and overseas

ICAC
rhaaipionnhip

NCAA Championship
at Steamboat Spr., CO

Chamber Music Workshop
Law, Medicine and
Health Policy Program

Session I Session II

•June 7-July 9
-July 12-August

• Small classes taught fay
Brandeis faculty
• Competitive Tuition
• Easy access from Rtes.

128/95/90
• Free parking
Information, catalog and application:
Slimmer Program Office
Rabb School of Summer,
Special and Continuing Studies
Brandeis University
P.0. Box 9110
Waltham, MA 02254-9110

(617) 736-3424

“
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What are you doing to survive the month of March?
QUESTION ON THE QUAD_

"Two words—party
naked."
—Alex Rapp '93

"We're doing everything but work."

"I'm going to Daytona
because that's where
Spring Break really is."

—Sacha Garcia '96
Jennifer Neal '96

—Eric Cacace '93

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a full Macintosh line for all your needs.

You’re not the only
one Mho’s carrying a lot of
units this semester
1 t i i ‘

1 t 1 t

*'

*t£*

The new Apple
Macintosh Color Classic.

The new Apple
Macintosh Cenlris 610.

Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new
line of full-featured Macintosh" computers ever. There’s the Apple Macintosh
Color Classic'- a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
LC III, which runs 50% faster than its top-selling predecessor, the LC II. And,

'the new Apple
Macintosh LC III.

for even more power, the Macintosh Centris" 610. See these new computers
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you’ll get special student pricing,
as well as service during college! And experience the powerof Macintosh. ^
The power more college students choose. The power to be your best.

For all of your computer needs visit
Computer Support Services, 110 Russell Street • 786-6376
‘Service is available onh‘from Apple Campus Resellers which aw Apple Authorized Service Providers, ©1993 Apple Computer. Pic. All ripbls reserml. Apple. Ibe Apple Inpo Maciii/usb anil IVe power to be your besl' are repistireel lnnlemurki of Apple Compitler. Inc.
Macintosh Cenlris is a trademark ofA/iple Computer. Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc.

